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All cellular phones must be placed on mute while in the meeting room.
The first section of the meeting is called Public Comments, which is the portion of the
agenda where individuals may make comments. Individuals are limited to a total of three
(3) minutes to make comments during this times.
Pursuant to provisions of the Americans with Disabilities Act, any person requiring special
accommodations to participate in this meeting/hearing/workshop is asked to advise the
District Office at least forty-eight (48) hours before the meeting/hearing/workshop by
contacting the District Manager at (904) 436-6270. If you are hearing or speech impaired,
please contact the Florida Relay Service by dialing 7-1-1, or 1-800-955-8771 (TTY)
1-800-955-8770 (Voice), who can aid you in contacting the District Office.
A person who decides to appeal any decision made at the meeting/hearing/workshop with
respect to any matter considered at the meeting/hearing/workshop is advised that person
will need a record of the proceedings and that accordingly, the person may need to ensure
that a verbatim record of the proceedings is made including the testimony and evidence
upon which the appeal is to be based.
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River Glen Community
Development District

September 10, 2020
AGENDA

Dear Board Members:
The special meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the River Glen Community Development
District will be held on Thursday, September 17, 2020 at 1:30 p.m. via teleconference at 1-929-2056099 Meeting ID 680 626 4765, pursuant to Executive Orders 20-52, 20-69, 20-123, 20-150, 20-179,
and 20-193, respectively, and pursuant to Section 120.54(5)(b)2., Florida Statutes. Following is the
agenda for the meeting.
1.
2.
3.

CALL TO ORDER/ROLL CALL
PUBLIC COMMENTS
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
A.
Consideration of the Minutes of the Board of Supervisors’ Continued
Meeting held August 20, 2020.......................................................................Tab 1
B.
Ratification of Operation and Maintenance Expenditures for August 2020....Tab 2
C.
Acceptance of Board Member Resignation, Glenn Marvin............................Tab 3
D.
Consideration of Resolution 2020-13, Re-Designating Officers....................Tab 4
E.
Consideration of Resolution 2020-14, Declaring Seat Vacancies.................Tab 5
4.
STAFF REPORTS
A.
District Counsel
B.
District Engineer
C.
Field Inspection Report
Field Service Manager Report, August 19, 2020..........................................Tab 6
D.
Landscape Report
1.) BrightView Landscape Report, September 2020 (Under Separate Cover)
E.
Amenity Manager Report
1.) First Coast CMS, Amenity Manager Report, September 9, 2020.............Tab 7
F.
District Manager
1.) SOLitude Lake Management Report, August 31, 2020...........................Tab 8
2.) SOLitude Lake Management Report, Pond 1, September 8, 2020.........Tab 9
3.) Consideration of Proposal for Aeration Installation.................................Tab 10
5.
BUSINESS ITEMS
A.
Consideration of Resolution 2020-15, Designating Date, Time and
Location of Fiscal Year 2020-2021 Regular Board Meetings......................Tab 11
B.
Consideration of Approval of Fiscal Year 2020-2021 District Insurance
Policy Renewal............................................................................................Tab 12
C.
Consideration of Contract Renewals...........................................................Tab 13
1.) First Coast CMS
2.) Poolsure
3.) SOLitude Lake Management
D.
Review of Scope of Services for Landscape RFP......................................Tab 14
E.
Consideration of Proposals for Repairs to Activity Pool Feature................Tab 15
6.
SUPERVISOR REQUESTS
7.
ADJOURNMENT
I look forward to seeing you at the meeting. In the meantime, if you have any questions,
please do not hesitate to contact me at (904) 436-6270.

CALL TO ORDER / ROLL CALL

PUBLIC COMMENTS

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Tab 1
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MINUTES OF MEETING
Each person who decides to appeal any decision made by the Board with respect to any matter
considered at the meeting is advised that the person may need to ensure that a verbatim record
of the proceedings is made, including the testimony and evidence upon which such appeal is to
be based.
RIVER GLEN
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
The regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of River Glen Community Development
District was held on Thursday, August 20, 2020 at 3:30 p.m. via teleconference at 1-929-2056099 Meeting ID 680 626 4765, pursuant to Executive Orders 20-52, 20-69, 20-123 and 20150 respectively, and pursuant to Section 120.54(5)(b)2., Florida Statutes. The following is the
agenda for the meeting.
Present and constituting a quorum:
Glenn Marvin
Gretchen Copeland
Charles Moore

Board Supervisor, Chairman
Board Supervisor, Assistant Secretary
Board Supervisor, Assistant Secretary

Also present were:
Lesley Gallagher
Scott Brizendine
Sarah Warren
Dan McCranie
Patrick Bell
Tony Shiver
Jay Jernigan
FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS

District Manager, Rizzetta & Company, Inc.
Manager, District Financial Services,
Rizzetta & Company, Inc.
District Counsel, Hopping Green & Sams
District Engineer, McCranie & Associates
Field Service Manager, Rizzetta & Company
President, First Coast CMS
Account Manager, BrightView Landscaping
Call to Order

Ms. Gallagher called the meeting to order at 3:35 p.m. and read the roll call.
The Board approved moving agenda items 5B and 5C to the top of the agenda in an attempt to
complete the public hearings due to weather and connectivity concerns. It was also noted that
should connection be lost prior the public hearings being completed that they would be continued
to August 27, 2020 at 3:30 p.m.
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SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS

Public Comments and Public Hearings on
Fiscal Year 2020-2021 Final Budget and
Imposing Special Assessments

On a motion by Mr. Marvin, seconded by Mr. Moore, with all in favor, the Board opened the
Public Hearing on Fiscal Year 2020-2021 Final Budget and Public Hearing Imposing Special
Assessments for River Glen Community Development District.
Ms. Gallagher provided and overview of the proposed budget noting the reduction in
assessments due to the increased number of units in the development plan for the
undeveloped property previously held by the special purpose entity. Discussions ensued.
There were no public comments.
The Chairman asked Supervisors Mr. Moore and Ms. Copeland if they were in agreement to
leave the increased landscape maintenance services line as is and they each replied yes. It was
requested to remove the $2,000.00 from the special events line and add this to miscellaneous
contingency. It was also noted to keep the monthly meeting schedule as budgeted.
On a motion by Mr. Marvin, seconded by Mr. Moore, with all in favor, the Board closed the
Public Hearing on Fiscal Year 2020-2021 Final Budget and Public Hearing Imposing Special
Assessments for River Glen Community Development District.
On a motion by Mr. Marvin, seconded by Mr. Moore, with all in favor, the Board adopted
Resolution 2020-11, Approving Fiscal Year 2020-2021, as amended, for River Glen
Community Development District.
On a motion by Mr. Marvin, seconded by Mr. Moore, with all in favor, the Board adopted
Resolution 2020-12, Imposing Special Assessments and Certifying the Assessment Roll,
noting the direct collection invoices would to go to the new Landowner and not the special
purpose entity for River Glen Community Development District.
The Board moved back to agenda item 3A.
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THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS

Consideration of the Minutes of the Board of
Supervisors Continued Meeting held June
29, 2020

On a motion by Mr. Marvin, seconded by Mr. Moore, with all in favor, the Board approved the
Minutes of the Board of Supervisors’ Continued Meeting held June 29, 2020 for River Glen
Community Development District.
FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS

Ratification of Operation and Maintenance
Expenditures for July 2020

On a motion by Mr. Marvin, seconded by Mr. Moore, with all in favor, the Board ratified the
Operation and Maintenance Expenditures for July 2020 in the amount of $23,387.78 for River
Glen Community Development District.
FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS

Acceptance of Resignation of Scott
Campbell, Seat #5

On a motion by Mr. Marvin, seconded by Mr. Moore, with all in favor, the Board accepted the
resignation of Scott Campbell, effective July 16, 2020 for River Glen Community Development
District.
SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS

Consideration of Appointment to Seat #5

Mr. Marvin made the nomination of Robert Porter to be appointed to seat number 5, which
was now vacant following Scott Campbell’s resignation.
On a motion by Mr. Marvin, seconded by Ms. Copeland, with all in favor, the Board appointed
Robert Porter to seat #5 for River Glen Community Development District.
SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS

Administration of Oath of Office

It was noted that Mr. Porter’s Oath would be provided outside of the meeting since a
virtual notary was not available and that although he was appointed, he cannot vote until
taking his Oath.
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EIGHTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
A.

Staff Reports

District Counsel
Ms. Warren updated the Board that her firm is continuing to monitor the Governor’s
orders for virtual meetings.
Mr. Moore asked if there was any update on a threat made over social media.
District Counsel and District Manager had not received any additional updates after
this was initially reported to authorities.

B.

District Engineer
The District Engineer updated the Board that he is working on the Final Engineer’s
Report and confirmed that since the last meeting he had a call with Vincent Dunn,
who is the Engineer for DR Horton and any concerns that he had noted at the
previous meeting had been addressed.

C.

Field Inspection Report
Mr. Bell reviewed his report found under Tab 4 of the agenda and updated the
Board that he had completed the August inspection the previous day. BrightView
was dealing with some mole cricket damage but was addressing it.

D.

Landscape Report
Mr. Jernigan updated the Board on the wet conditions and that they were dealing
with mole crickets in the areas under the lights again. They would be completing
follow up treatments and sod replacement.
The Board then reviewed landscape enhancement proposals that were being
presented in response to a site meeting that Supervisor Copeland had with Mr. Bell
and Ms. Gallagher. Ms. Copeland noted that she did not want to take action at this
time and wanted to discuss further placing landscape services out for bid.

On a motion by Mr. Marvin, seconded by Mr. Moore, with all in favor, the Board authorized
Staff to being the RFP process and appointed Ms. Copeland to work with Field Services on
the exact scope which would be presented to the Board at the next meeting for River Glen
Community Development District.
E.

Amenity Manager Report
Mr. Shiver updated the Board that the activity play structure at the pool had been
closed due to an issue with the platform. He has contracted Compact Filtration
regarding repairs but cautioned the Board that they have been a challenge to work
with in the past. He also updated the Board that he was able to make a pool repair
that the backflow had failed an inspection and was repaired.
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The Board went on to review staffing as the number of weekdays staffed hours was
set to be reduced to eighteen (18) hours September 1, 2020, per the current
agreement.
Discussions ensued.
On a motion by Mr. Marvin, seconded by Mr. Moore, with all in favor, the Board approved
maintaining twenty-four (24) hours of staffing during the week with the additional hours being
billed at $16.50 hourly and the weekend hours remaining unchanged for River Glen
Community Development District.
Mr. Shiver then updated the Board that they were having issues with the A/C units
and it appeared they would be required to be replaced. He would bring additional
information to the next meeting. He also noted that in the Fiscal Year 2020-2021
the fitness room flooring would need to be replaced and there have been requests
for new fitness equipment. He had received feedback from the community
regarding the limited size of the fitness room and recommendations to convert the
meeting room to a fitness room and the fitness to the meeting room. District
Counsel noted that she would inquire as to whether the A/C units would be eligible
to be replaced through refinance proceeds.
Lastly Mr. Shiver asked the Board to consider resuming group events and amenity
room rentals. The Board determined that this would be reviewed further at the next
meeting once we were able to gage any impacts with the COVID-19 cases as
school resumed and continued to not allow any rentals or CDD events at this time.
F.

District Manager
Ms. Gallagher updated the Board that there had been damage done to the irrigation
system impacting a controller and pump due to a lightning strike and that she was
working with the insurance company on this.

NINTH ORDER OF BUSINESS

Consideration of Finance Related Matters

This item was tabled.
TENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS

Ratification of Approval of Playground
Repairs

On a motion by Mr. Marvin, seconded by Mr. Moore, with all in favor, the Board ratified
approval of the playground repair proposal from Southern Recreational in the amount of
$4,665.15 for River Glen Community Development District.
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ELEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS

Supervisor Requests

Ms. Copeland had a question regarding the previous Comcast agreement and easement for the
community. District Counsel will revisit this and provide an update at the next meeting
TWELFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS

Adjournment

On a motion by Mr. Marvin, seconded by Mr. Moore, with all in favor, at 4:57 p.m. the
Board adjourned the meeting to at 2:28 p.m. for River Glen Community Development
District.
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Secretary/Assistant Secretary

____________
________
Chairman/Vice Chairman

Tab 2

From: james marvin
Sent: Friday, August 28, 2020 6:52 AM
To: Lesley Gallagher
Cc: Sarah Warren ; Katie Buchanan
Subject: River Glen CDD
Lesley, please accept this email as official notification of my resignation from the Board of Supervisors
from the River Glen CDD. It has been a pleasure working with you and I wish you continued success.

Tab 3

RIVER GLEN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
DISTRICT OFFICE · 2806 N. FIFTH STREET · UNIT 403 · ST. AUGUSTINE, FL 32084

Operation and Maintenance Expenditures
August 2020
Presented For Board Approval
Attached please find the check register listing the Operation and
Maintenance expenditures paid from August 1, 2020 through August 31,
2020. This does not include expenditures previously approved by the
Board.
The total items being presented: $24,598.33

Approval of Expenditures:
__________________________________
______Chairperson
______Vice Chairperson
______Assistant Secretary

River Glen Community Development District
Paid Operation & Maintenance Expenditures
August 1, 2020 Through August 31, 2020
Vendor Name

Check Number

Invoice Number

Invoice Description

Bob's Backflow & Plumbing
Services, Inc.
BrightView Landscape Services,
Inc.
BrightView Landscape Services,
Inc.
Charles G. Moore

003696

68643

Backflow Test 07/20

$

40.00

003697

6928132

Landscape Maintenance 08/20

$

5,033.00

003703

6969390

Irrigation Repair 08/20

$

1,032.73

003706

CM082020

$

200.00

Comcast

003690

$

243.05

First Coast CMS, LLC

003698

8495 74 401
0038261 08/20
5153

Board of Supervisors Meeting
08/20/20
Clubhouse/TV/Phone/Internet
08/20
Monthly Services 08/20

$

3,875.92

Fitness Pro

003699

23029

$

200.00

Florida Power & Light Company

CD032

Quarterly Preventative
Maintenance 08/20
Electric Summary 07/20

$

2,121.90

Glenn Marvin

003705

$

200.00

Gretchen Copeland

003704

$

200.00

Hopping Green & Sams

003700

$

2,886.00

JEA

003691

Board of Supervisors Meeting
08/20/20
GC082020
Board of Supervisors Meeting
08/20/20
116367
Legal Services General Counsel
06/20
Acct#4780546006 Acct#4780546006 07/20
07/20
20081917905002 Pool House Fire Inspection 08/20

$

814.04

$

25.00

20081917905003 Clubhouse Fire Inspection 08/20

$

25.00

586007

$

334.07

Nassau County Board of County 003707
Commisioners
Nassau County Board of County 003707
Commisioners
News Leader
003694

GM082020

Acct #30283 Legal Advertising
07/20

Invoice Amount

River Glen Community Development District
Paid Operation & Maintenance Expenditures
August 1, 2020 Through August 31, 2020
Vendor Name

Check Number

Invoice Number

Invoice Description

Poolsure

003701

131295594139

Monthly Pool Chemicals 08/20

$

910.00

Republic Services

003708

0687-001079880

Amenity Waste Disposal 09/20

$

68.49

Rizzetta & Company, Inc.

003692

INV0000051803

$

5,539.59

Rizzetta & Company, Inc.

003695

INV0000051863

$

304.54

Rizzetta Technology Services,
LLC
SOLitude Lake Management

003693

INV0000006130

$

100.00

003702

PI-A00456468

District Management Services
08/20
2020-2021 Budget Mass Mailing
08/20
Website & Email Hosting Services
08/20
Lake & Pond Management 08/20

$

445.00

$

24,598.33

Report Total

Invoice Amount

Tab 4

RESOLUTION 2020-13
A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF RIVER GLEN
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT REDESIGNATING THE
OFFICERS OF THE DISTRICT, AND PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE
DATE
WHEREAS, River Glen Community Development District (hereinafter the “District”) is
a local unit of special-purpose government created and existing pursuant to Chapter 190, Florida
Statutes, being situated entirely within Nassau County, Florida; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Supervisors of the District desires to designate the Officers of
the District.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
OF RIVER GLEN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT:
Section 1. _______________________________

is appointed Chairman.

Section 2. _______________________________

is appointed Vice Chairman.

Section 3. _______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________

is appointed Assistant Secretary.
is appointed Assistant Secretary.
is appointed Assistant Secretary.
is appointed Assistant Secretary.
is appointed Assistant Secretary.

Section 4. This Resolution shall become effective immediately upon its adoption.
PASSED AND ADOPTED THIS 17TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER 2020
RIVER GLEN COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

CHAIRMAN/VICE CHAIRMAN
ATTEST:
__
SECRETARY/ASST. SECRETARY

Tab 5

RESOLUTION 2020-14
A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF
THE RIVER GLEN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
DISTRICT DECLARING VACANCIES IN CERTAIN SEATS
ON THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS PURSUANT TO
SECTION 190.006(3)(b), FLORIDA STATUTES; AND
PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.
WHEREAS, the River Glen Community Development District (the “District”) is a local
unit of special purpose government created and existing pursuant to Chapter 190, Florida Statutes;
and
WHEREAS, on November 3, 2020, two (2) members of the Board of Supervisors (the
“Board”) are to be elected by the “Qualified Electors” of the District, as that term is defined in
Section 190.003, Florida Statutes; and
WHEREAS, the District published a notice of qualifying period set by the Supervisor of
Elections at least two (2) weeks prior to the start of said qualifying period; and
WHEREAS, at the close of the qualifying period, no Qualified Electors qualified to run
for Seat One and Seat Two; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 190.006(3)(b), Florida Statutes, if no elector qualifies
for a seat to be filled in an election, the Board shall declare the seat(s) vacant, effective the second
Tuesday following the general election; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 190.006(3)(b), Florida Statutes, Qualified Electors are
to be appointed to the such vacant seats within ninety (90) days thereafter; and
WHEREAS, the Board finds that it is in the best interests of the District to adopt this
Resolution declaring the seat available for election as vacant.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD
OF SUPERVISORS OF THE RIVER GLEN COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT:
SECTION 1. The following seat on the District Board is hereby declared vacant effective
as of November 17, 2020:
Seat No. 1 (currently held by Douglas Walker)
Seat No. 2 (currently vacant)
SECTION 2. Until such time as the District Board nominates Qualified Electors to fill the
vacancies declared in Section 1 above, the incumbent Board member of those respective seats, if
any, shall remain in office.

SECTION 3. SEVERABILITY. The invalidity or unenforceability of any one or more
provisions of this Resolution shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remaining portions
of this Resolution, or any part thereof.
SECTION 4. This Resolution shall become effective upon its passage.
PASSED AND ADOPTED this 17th day of September, 2020.

ATTEST:

RIVER GLEN COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

_____________________________
Print Name:___________________

____________________________________
Chairperson

STAFF REPORTS

District Counsel

District Engineer

Field Inspection Report

Tab 6

RIVER GLEN
______________________________________________________________

FIELD INSPECTION REPORT

August 19, 2020
Rizzetta & Company
Patrick Bell – Field Services Manager

LANDSCAPE SUMMARY
General Updates, Recent & Upcoming Maintenance Events
Treat multiple fungus issues in plant material in the community.
River Glen maintenance has improved since I was there last
Trash removal at every visit
Some of the things in red are important to be done with board approval

The following are action items for Brightview Landscaping to complete. Please refer to the item # in
your response listing action already taken or anticipated time of completion. Red text indicates
deficient from previous report. Bold Red text indicates deficient for more than a month. Green text
indicates a proposal has been requested. Blue indicates irrigation, Orange is for continuing issues.
1. Walking on the sidewalk toward the
playground, the pavers are braking up and
there is an indentation that makes it unsafe to
walk on. not Brightviews issue
2. The Mole Crickets are back and Brightview is
on top of this and will treat them.
3. Treat the Ligustrum’s in the pool equipment
area for fungus.
4. Treat the weeds in the ball field.
5. String trim around the valve boxes to the
west of the pool area. (photo 5)

5

6. Continue to remove dead or dying limbs in the
Juniper that is in front of the clubhouse.
7. There is an animal digging under the Juniper
try to fill the hole in and hope the animal leaves.
(photo 7)
8. Treat the saplings that are coming up in front of
the tennis court.
9. Across the street from the tennis court in
the round about there is a stop sign that is
covered by a Crepe Myrtle. This tree should
be removed or cut down under the stop sign.

7

.

2

RIVER GLEN
10. On the eastside of the tennis court the
Torpedo grass is taking over come up with a
plan.

12

11. Prune the Grasses back off the sidewalk
walking toward the club house next to the
field.
12. There is an animal digging under the
Shillings along the sidewalk on the field side.
(photo 12)
13. At the main entrance pinch the flowers
back to get a little more time.

.

14. Treat the Torpedo grass in the Juniper that
are across the front of the community.

18. When is this irrigation area going to be
finished? (photo 18)

15. Make sure the crew picks up the Palm
boots at the entrance.

19. At the second entrance pinch the flowers
back there getting kind of tall.

16. Would somebody please pick up the
blue gloves on the entrance side of were
the irrigation was fixed. (photo 16)
17. Continue to remind the crew as wet as
everything is be careful when turning.

16

18

3

Landscape Report

BrightView Landscape Report
(Under Separate Cover)

Amenity Manager
Report

Tab 7

District Manager

Tab 8

Service History Report

September 4, 2020
50097

River Glen Cdd
Date Range: 08/01/20..08/31/20

Toll Free: (888) 480-5253
Fax:

(888) 358-0088

www.solitudelakemanagement.com
===========================================================================================================================
Service Date

8/18/2020

No.

PI-A00461522

Order No.

SMOR-372208

Contract No.

SVR47794

8398

Technician Name and State License #s
William R. Ashwell (Bill)
Service Item #

Description

Lake No.

Lake Name

8398-LAKE-ALL

River Glen Cdd-Lake-ALL

9

River Glen Cdd-Lake-ALL

Technician's Comments:

Today pond 1 was heavily treated for submerged weeds, and pond 2 was alsotreated for submerged weeds. No shoreline weeds
were needed to be applied oneither pond.

General Comments:

Inspected Lake

Inspected for algae

===========================================================================================================================
Service Date

8/27/2020

No.

PI-A00465654

Order No.

SMOR-378994

Contract No.

SVR47794

8398

Technician Name and State License #s
William R. Ashwell (Bill)
Service Item #

Description

Lake No.

Lake Name

8398-LAKE-ALL

River Glen Cdd-Lake-ALL

9

River Glen Cdd-Lake-ALL

Technician's Comments:

It has been brought to my attention that pond 9 is dirty looking, and startingnext month alum and dye will be added to the pond to
improve the quality andaesthetic look of the pond. On today's service visit ponds 3&6 were treated foralgae and shoreline weed
control, no other treatments were applied.

General Comments:

Inspected Lake

Inspected for algae

Tab 9

WATER QUALITY TESTING SERVICES
PROPERTY NAME: River Glen CDD
CONTRACT DATE: September 8, 2020
SUBMITTED TO: Lesley Gallagher
SUBMITTED BY: Katie Cabanillas, Solitude Lake Management
SPECIFICATIONS: Ponds: #1 (3.9 total acres)
Equipment:

Secchi Disc, YSI, Van Dorn Water Sampler, Water Sampling Kit, GPS, pH
Pen, Lowrance and Depth Finder.

Quantity

Special Field Services:

1

Phosphorus Jar Test with Clarity data: (4) Total Phosphorus tests at varying
Alum doses, pH Titration, (1) Total Alkalinity and Formal Report

1

Water Column Package:
Water Column Profile with Temperature and Dissolved Oxygen

General:
1.
2.
3.

Contractor is a licensed pesticide applicator in the state in which service is to be
provided.
Individual Applicators are Certified Pesticide Applicators in Aquatics, Public Health,
Forestry, Right of Way, and Turf/Ornamental as required in the state in which service
is to be provided.
Contractor is a SePRO Preferred Applicator and dedicated Steward of Water. Each
individual applicator has been trained and educated in the water quality testing
and analysis required for site specific water quality management prescriptions, and
utilizes an integrated approach that encompasses all aspects of ecologically
balanced management. Each applicator has received extensive training in the
proper selection, use, and application of all aquatic herbicides, algaecides,
adjuvants, and water quality enhancement products necessary to properly treat
our clients’ lakes and ponds as part of an overall integrated pest management
program.

Competitively Sensitive & Proprietary Materials – The information contained herein is the intellectual property of SŌLitude Lake Management.
Recipient may not disclose to any outside party any proprietary information, processes, or pricing contained in this document or any of its
attachments without the prior written consent of SŌLitude Lake Management. This document is provided to the recipient in good faith and it shall
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4.

Contractor guarantees that all products used for treatment are EPA registered and
labeled as appropriate and safe for use in lakes and ponds, and are being applied
in a manner consistent with their labeling.
5. Contractor is certified in Stormwater BMP (Best Management Practice) Inspection
and Maintenance, and is a Certified Compliance Inspector of Water (CCIS).
6. Contractor is a National Stormwater Center Certified Stormwater Inspector.
7. Contractor will continue to maintain all appropriate licensing necessary to perform
all specified work in a safe and legal manner throughout the entire contract
period.
8. Contractor will furnish personnel, equipment, boats, materials, and other items
required to provide the forgoing at his expense.
9. Contractor is dedicated to environmental stewardship in all of its work and
maintains a diligent program to recycle all plastic containers, cardboard, paper
and other recyclable wastes generated through the performance of our contract
work.
10. Contractor will maintain general liability and workman’s compensation insurance.
11. The customer agrees to pay penalties and interest in the amount of 2% per month
for all past due invoices and related account balances in excess of 30 days past
due from the due date as specified by the contract and as stated on the relevant
invoice presented to the customer.
12. The customer covenants and agrees to pay reasonable attorney's fees and all
other related costs and expenses of SŌLitude Lake Management ® for collection of
past due invoices and account balances and for any other actions required to
remedy a material breach of this contract.
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CONTRACT PRICE:

Number of water bodies to be tested

1

Grand Total $ 557.00
PAYMENT TERMS:
1. A deposit of 50% of the contract price will be due upon approval of the contract.
2. The remaining 50% balance will be payable upon completion of the contract work. For
any work completed or materials in storage on the customer’s behalf at the end of each
month, the contractor will invoice and the customer will be responsible for paying the
percent of the total work completed as of that date, less any previous deposit paid.
3. Remit Payment To: 1320 Brookwood Drive, Suite H, Little Rock, AR 72202
APPROVED:
________________________________________
(Authorized Signature)

River Glen CDD

________________________________________
(Print Name and Title)

___________________________
(Date)

________________________________________

SŌLitude Lake Management®
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SERVICES CONTRACT
CUSTOMER NAME: Lelsey Gallagher
PROPERTY NAME: River Glen CDD
CONTRACT DATE: September 4, 2020
SUBMITTED BY: Katie Cabanillas
SPECIFICATIONS: Pond 1
This agreement (the “Agreement”) is made as of the date indicated above, and is by and between
SOLitude Lake Management, LLC (“Solitude” or the “Company”) and the customer identified above (the
“Customer”) on the terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement.
1.
The Services. SOLitude will provide services at the Customer’s property as described in Schedule A
attached hereto:
2.
PAYMENT TERMS. The fee for the Aeration Installation Services is $8,060.00. The Customer shall pay
50% of this service fee upon execution of this Agreement. The balance (remaining 50% of fee) will be
invoiced to Customer by SOLitude following completion of the Services. For any work completed or
materials in storage on the customer’s behalf at the end of each month, the company will invoice and
the customer will be responsible for paying the percent of the total work completed as of that date, less
any previous deposit paid. Should the work performed be subject to any local, state, or federal
jurisdiction, agency, or other organization of authority for sales or other taxes or fees in addition to those
expressly covered by this contract, customer will be invoiced and responsible for paying said additional
taxes in addition to the fee above. Customer agrees to pay all invoices within thirty (30) days of invoice
date. The Customer will be liable for any returned check fees and any collection costs, including
reasonable attorney fees and court costs, for any invoices not otherwise timely paid, and interest at the
rate of 1% per month may be added to all unpaid invoices. Company shall be reimbursed by the
Customer for any non-routine expenses, administrative fees, compliance fees, or any other similar expense
that are incurred as a result of requirements placed on the Company by the Customer that are not
covered specifically by the written specifications of this contract.
3.
TERM AND EXPIRATION. This Agreement is for a one-time service as described in the attached
Schedule A. Any additional services will be provided only upon additional terms as agreed to by the
parties in writing.
4.
DISCLAIMER. SOLitude is not responsible for the failure of any treatment, equipment installation, or
other work that result from dam or other structural failures, severe weather and storms, flooding, or other
acts of God that are outside of the control of SOLitude.
Customer understands and acknowledges that there are irrigation restrictions associated with many of the
products used to treat lakes and ponds. The customer is responsible for notifying SOLitude in advance of
the contract signing and the start of the contract if they utilize any of the water in their lakes or ponds for
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irrigation purposes. The customer accepts full responsibility for any issues that may arise from the irrigation
of turf, ornamentals, trees, crops, or any other plants as a result of treated water being used by the
customer for irrigation without the consent or knowledge of SOLitude.
Although there is rarely direct fish toxicity with the products used for treatment when applied at the
labeled rate, or the installation and normal operation of the equipment we install, there is a risk under
certain circumstances of significant dissolved oxygen drops. This risk is most severe in times of extremely
hot weather and warm water temperatures, as these are the conditions during which dissolved oxygen
levels are naturally at their lowest levels. Often times lakes and ponds will experience natural fish kills
under these conditions even if no work is performed. Every effort, to include the method and timing of
application, the choice of products and equipment used, and the skill and training of the staff, is made to
avoid such problems. However, the customer understands and accepts that there is always a slight risk of
the occurrence of adverse conditions outside the control of SOLitude that will result in the death of some
fish and other aquatic life. The customer also understands and accepts that similar risks would remain
even if no work was performed. The customer agrees to hold SOLitude harmless for any issues with fish or
other aquatic life which occur as described above, or are otherwise outside the direct control of the
SOLitude, unless there is willful negligence on the part of SOLitude.
While SOLitude Lake Management LLC makes every effort to thoroughly inspect the site before providing
this contract proposal or beginning any work, it is possible, without fault or negligence, that unforeseen
circumstances may arise, or that hidden conditions on the site might be found in the course of the
performance of the contract work, which would result in additional time or material costs that exceed this
contract pricing. Should this occur, the customer will be notified of these unforeseen circumstances or
conditions and be responsible for the costs associated with remedying. By signing this agreement, the
customer acknowledges that they have informed SOLitude Lake Management® of all known and
relevant current site conditions that would be reasonable to expect could affect our ability to successfully
complete the contract work.
5.
INSURANCE AND LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. Solitude will maintain general liability and property
damage insurance as necessary given the scope and nature of the Services. The Company will be
responsible for those damages, claims, causes of action, injuries or legal costs to the extent of its own direct
negligence or misconduct, and then only to an amount not to exceed the annual value of this Agreement.
In no event will any party to this Agreement be liable to the other for incidental, consequential or purely
economic damages.
6.
FORCE MAJEURE.
The Company shall not be liable for any delay in performing the Services, nor
liable for any failure to provide the Services, due to any cause beyond its reasonable control.
7.
ANTI-CORRUPTION AND BRIBERY. Each party represents that neither it nor anyone acting on its behalf
has offered, given, requested or accepted any undue financial or other advantage of any kind in entering
into this Agreement, and that it will comply with all applicable laws and regulations pertaining to corruption,
competition and bribery in carrying out the terms and conditions of this Agreement.
8.
GOVERNING LAW. This Agreement shall be governed and construed in accordance with the laws
of the state in which the Services are performed.
9.
ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with
respect to the subject matter and replaces any prior agreements or understandings, whether in writing or
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otherwise. This Agreement may not be modified or amended except by written agreement executed by
both parties. In the event that any provision of this Agreement is determined to be void, invalid, or
unenforceable, the validity and enforceability of the remaining provisions of this Agreement shall not be
affected.
10.
NOTICE. Any written notice provided under this Agreement may be sent via overnight mail, certified
mail, hand delivery or electronic mail with delivery confirmation, to the individuals and addresses listed
below.
11.
BINDING. This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the legal representatives
and successors of the parties.

ACCEPTED AND APPROVED:
SOLITUDE LAKE MANAGEMENT, LLC.

RIVER GLEN CDD

By: ______________________________

By: ______________________________

Name: __________________________

Name: ___________________________

Title: ____________________________

Title: _____________________________

Date: ___________________________

Date: ____________________________

Please Remit All Payments to:

Customer’s Address for Notice Purposes:

1320 Brookwood Drive Suite H
Little Rock AR 72202

____________________________________________
____________________________________________

Please Mail All Contracts to:
____________________________________________
2844 Crusader Circle, Suite 450
Virginia Beach, VA 23453
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SCHEDULE A – AERATION SYSTEM INSTALLATION
Aeration System Install:
1. Company will install the following submersed air diffused aeration system:
Vertex Air 5 XL2 Aeration System (115V)
Includes:
SafeStart Compressors
Pressure Relief Valve
Pressure Gauge
Air Filter / Muffler Assembly
GFCI protection breaker
Lockable / Weatherproof / Sound Reducing Cabinet
Large Sound Kit Sub Assembly
Cabinet mounting pad
Cabinet Exhaust Fan
Five (5) Air Station Bottom Diffusers
(Membrane / Self Cleaning)
Check Valves
Adjustable air distribution manifolds
1,900 ft. underwater self-weighted air delivery tubing
(5/8” ID / 1 ¼” OD)
All labor and parts necessary for proper installation

2.

Air Diffusers will be evenly placed throughout the lake in the deepest areas possible to
provide for uniform coverage and to maximize the benefits of aeration on the lake.

*For all single-phase units customer must provide suitable 120V or 208/240V power source with
appropriate breaker or disconnect for electrical connection by the edge of the pond, next to the
site where the compressor cabinet is to be placed. SŌLitude Lake Management ® can arrange for
any additional electrical work necessary to meet these electrical requirements for an additional
fee. SŌLitude Lake Management® is not responsible for electrical permits or inspections that might
be required if new electrical service is ordered. Permits and inspections are the sole responsibility
of the customer and the customer’s electrician who is responsible for providing the necessary
electrical service as described above. The cost for installation is based on the assumption that
power is available within 30 feet of the pond, and that no obstacles exist between the power
source and the pond (i.e., concrete/asphalt walkways, retaining walls, utilities, landscaped areas,
trees).
General:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Company is a Distributor, certified by the manufacturer for sales, installation, service,
and repair.
All electrical work performed as part of the above installation will be done in
accordance with all state and local codes, by a person licensed to perform such work.
Company will continue to maintain all appropriate licensing necessary to perform all
specified work in a safe and legal manner throughout the entire contract period.
Company will furnish personnel, equipment, boats, materials, and other items required
to provide the foregoing at his expense.
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Warranty:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Company warrants that all installation work will be done in a safe and professional
manner.
Manufacturer warrants system for three (3) years from the date of installation against
any defects in materials and workmanship.
Manufacturer warrants Air Station Membrane Diffusers for five (5) years from the date of
installation against any defects in materials and workmanship.
Company warrants all labor and parts necessary for installation of the fountain aeration
system for a period of one (1) year from the date of installation.
The manufacturer’s warranty and the SŌLitude Lake Management ® warranty will be
voided if:
a. Any person not specifically authorized by the manufacturer and by SŌLitude
Lake Management® performs any service, repair, or other work to the aeration
system during the warranty period.
b. The aeration system is used in any manner inconsistent with its intended use or in
any manner that is not in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.
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Your Custom Vertex Aeration System Design Specifications
Lake Solutions Ver. 17 May 2016
Customer Name:
Contact Name:
Site Name/Number:
Date:
Vertex Biologist:

Solitude Lake Management
Katie Cabanillas
River Glen CDD Site 1
September 3, 2020
Tamerra Jones Hering

Surface Acres:
Perimeter Feet:
Slope Ratio Relative to 1
Average Center Depth:
Average Depth
Circulation Constraint Percentage
Total Acre Feet
Lake Volume (Gallons)
Monthly Influent Volume (Gallons)
Total Volume Requiring Aeration (Gallons)
GPM Per AirStation
Gallons Pumped / Day
System Working Pressure (PSI)
Air Delivery Per AirStation at Depth(CFM)
Number of CoActive AirStations Specified:
Complete Turnovers / Day

4.00
1,885
3.0
10.0
8.4
0.0
33.5
10,918,782
0
10,918,782
3,024
21,775,274
8.7
1.7
5
1.99

Terminology
Surface Acres:
Perimeter Feet:
Bottom Slope Ratio :
Average Center Depth:
Average Depth
Circulation Contraint %
Total Acre Feet:
Lake Volume :
Influent Volume:
GPM:
Gallons Pumped / Day:
PSI
CFM
# CoActive AirStations:
Turnovers / Day:

Total Surface Acres of Entire Water Body
Distance in Feet Along The Shoreline Around the Water Body
Distance in Feet From Shoreline For Each Foot Increase in Depth
Average of Depth Readings in Deepest Areas
Average Depth of Entire Lake in Feet
Reduced Circulation Due to Narrow Lake Areas, Islands, Etc.
An Acre Foot Equals One Acre One Foot Deep
Volume of The Entire Water Body Expressed in U.S. Gallons
Water Flowing into Lake that Requires Additional Aeration Capacity
Gallons of Water Pumped Per Minute
Total Gallons of Water Pumped by All AirStations Per Day
Pounds Per Square Inch
Cubic Feet Per Minute
Recommended Number of AirStations For Proper Aeration
Number of Times Per Day the Entire Volume of The Water Body
is Pumped From the Lake Bottom to The Lake's Surface

Vertex Water Features
2100 NW 33rd Street, Pompano Beach, Florida 33069
Tel:800-432-4302 / Fax:954-977-7877
www.vertexwaterfeatures.com
Copyright Vertex Water Features 2016

BUSINESS ITEMS
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RESOLUTION 2020-15
A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF RIVER GLEN
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT DESIGNATING DATES, TIME AND
LOCATION FOR REGULAR MEETINGS OF THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF
THE DISTRICT, AND PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE
WHEREAS, River Glen Community Development District (hereinafter the “District”) is a local unit
of special-purpose government created and existing pursuant to Chapter 190, Florida Statutes, being situated
entirely within Nassau County, Florida; and
WHEREAS, the District’s Board of Supervisors (hereinafter the “Board”) is statutorily authorized to
exercise the powers granted to the District; and
WHEREAS, all meetings of the Board shall be open to the public and governed by the provisions of
Chapter 286, Florida Statutes; and
WHEREAS, the Board is statutorily required to file annually, with the local governing authority and
the Florida Department of Economic Opportunity, a schedule of its regular meetings.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF RIVER
GLEN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT:
Section 1. Regular meetings of the Board of Supervisors of the District shall be held as provided on
the schedule attached as Exhibit “A”.
Section 2. In accordance with Section 189.015(1), Florida Statutes, the District’s Secretary is hereby
directed to file annually, with Nassau County, a schedule of the District’s regular meetings.
Section 3. This Resolution shall become effective immediately upon its adoption.
PASSED AND ADOPTED THIS 17TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2020.
RIVER GLEN COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

CHAIRMAN / VICE CHAIRMAN
ATTEST:

SECRETARY / ASSISTANT SECRETARY

EXHIBIT “A”
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS MEETING DATES
RIVER GLEN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
FISCAL YEAR 2020/2021

October 15, 2020
November 19, 2020
December 17, 2020
January 21, 2021
February 18, 2021
March18, 2021
April 15, 2021
May 20, 2021*
June 17, 2021
July 15, 2021
August 19, 2021*
September 16, 2021

All meetings will convene at 1:30 p.m.
(except for dates marked with * which will meet at 3:30 p.m.)
at the River Glen Amenity Center,
located at 65084 River Glen Parkway,
Yulee, Florida 32097.
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Egis Insurance & Risk Advisors
Is pleased to provide a
Proposal of Insurance Coverage for:

River Glen Community Development District

Please review the proposed insurance coverage terms and conditions carefully.
Written request to bind must be received prior to the effective date of coverage.

The brief description of coverage contained in this document is being provided as an accommodation only and is not intended to cover or describe all
Coverage Agreement terms. For more complete and detailed information relating to the scope and limits of coverage, please refer directly to the
Coverage Agreement documents. Specimen forms are available upon request.
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About FIA
Florida Insurance Alliance (“FIA”), authorized and regulated by the Florida Office of Insurance Regulation, is a
non-assessable, governmental insurance Trust. FIA was created in September 2011 at a time when a large
number of Special Taxing Districts were having difficulty obtaining insurance.
Primarily, this was due to financial stability concerns and a perception that these small to mid-sized Districts
had a disproportionate exposure to claims. Even districts that were claims free for years could not obtain
coverage. FIA was created to fill this void with the goal of providing affordable insurance coverage to Special
Taxing Districts. Today, FIA proudly serves and protects more than 800 public entity members.
Competitive Advantage
FIA allows qualifying Public Entities to achieve broad, tailored coverages with a cost-effective insurance
program. Additional program benefits include:
 Insure-to-value property limits with no coinsurance penalties
 First dollar coverage for “alleged” public official ethics violations
 Proactive in-house claims management and loss control department
 Complimentary risk management services including on-site loss control, property schedule
verification and contract reviews
 Online Risk Management Education & Training portal
 Online HR & Benefits Support portal
 HR Hotline
 Safety Partners Matching Grant Program
How are FIA Members Protected?
FIA employs a conservative approach to risk management. Liability risk retained by FIA is fully funded prior to
the policy term through member premiums. The remainder of the risk is transferred to reinsurers. FIA’s
primary reinsurers, Lloyds of London and Hudson Insurance Company, both have AM Best A XV (Excellent)
ratings and surplus of $2Billion or greater.
In the event of catastrophic property losses due to a Named Storm (i.e., hurricane), the program bears no
risk as all losses are passed on to the reinsurers. FIA purchases property reinsurance to withstand the 1,000year storm event (probability of exceedance .1%). This level of protection is statistically 2 to 3 times safer
than competitors and industry norms. FIA members’ property claims resulting from Hurricane Irma in 2017
amounted to less than 4% of the per occurrence coverage available.
What Are Members Responsible For?
As a non-assessable Trust, our members are only responsible for two items:
 Annual Premiums
 Individual Member Deductibles
FIA Bylaws prohibit any assessments or other fees.
Additional information regarding FIA and our member services can be found at www.fia360.org.
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Quotation being provided for:
River Glen Community Development District
c/o Rizzetta & Company
2806 N. Fifth Street, Ste. 403
St. Augustine, FL 32084
Term: October 1, 2020 to October 1, 2021
Quote Number: 100120663

PROPERTY COVERAGE
SCHEDULE OF COVERAGES AND LIMITS OF COVERAGE
COVERED PROPERTY
Total Insured Values – Blanket Building and Contents – Per Schedule on file totalling
Loss of Business Income
Additional Expense
Inland Marine
Scheduled Inland Marine

$2,787,040
$1,000,000
$1,000,000
$20,100

It is agreed to include automatically under this Insurance the interest of mortgagees and loss payees where
applicable without advice.
Valuation
Replacement Cost
Actual Cash Value

Property
Inland Marine
DEDUCTIBLES:

$2,500
3%

Per Attached Schedule

Coinsurance
None
None

Per Occurrence, All other Perils, Building & Contents and
Extensions of Coverage.
Total Insured Values per building, including vehicle
values, for “Named Storm” at each affected location
throughout Florida subject to a minimum of $10,000 per
occurrence, per Named Insured.
Inland Marine

Special Property Coverages
Deductibles
$2,500
$2,500 *

Coverage
Limit
Earth Movement
Included
Flood
Included
Boiler & Machinery
Included
TRIA
Included
*Except for Zones A & V see page 8 (Terms and Conditions) excess of NFIP, whether purchased or not
TOTAL PROPERTY PREMIUM

$14,792
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Extensions of Coverage
If marked with an "X" we will cover the following EXTENSIONS OF COVERAGE under this Agreement, These limits of liability do not
increase any other applicable limit of liability.

(X)

Code

Extension of Coverage

Limit of Liability

X

A

Accounts Receivable

$500,000 in any one occurrence

X

B

Animals

$1,000 any one Animal
$5,000 Annual Aggregate in any one agreement period

X

C

As declared on Property Schedule, except new buildings being erected
Buildings Under Construction at sites other than a covered location which is limited to $250,000
estimated final contract value any one construction project.

X

D

Debris Removal Expense

$250,000 per insured or 25% of loss, whichever is greater

X

E

Demolition Cost,
Operation of Building
Laws and Increased Cost of
Construction

$500,000 in any one occurrence

X

F

Duty to Defend

$100,000 any one occurrence

X

G

Errors and Omissions

$250,000 in any one occurrence

X

H

Expediting Expenses

$250,000 in any one occurrence

X

I

Fire Department Charges

$50,000 in any one occurrence

X

J

Fungus Cleanup Expense

$50,000 in the annual aggregate in any one occurrence

X

K

Lawns, Plants, Trees and
Shrubs

$50,000 in any one occurrence

X

L

Leasehold Interest

Included

X

M

Air Conditioning Systems

Included

X

N

New locations of current
Insureds

$1,000,000 in any one occurrence for up to 90 days, except 60 days for
Dade, Broward, Palm Beach from the date such new location(s) is first
purchased, rented or occupied whichever is earlier. Monroe County on
prior submit basis only

X

O

Personal property of
Employees

$500,000 in any one occurrence

X

P

Pollution Cleanup Expense

$50,000 in any one occurrence

X

Q

Professional Fees

$50,000 in any one occurrence

X

R

Recertification of Equipment

Included

X

S

Service Interruption Coverage $500,000 in any one occurrence

X

T

Transit

$1,000,000 in any one occurrence

X

U

Vehicles as Scheduled
Property

Included

X

V

Preservation of Property

$250,000 in any one occurrence

X

W

Property at Miscellaneous
Unnamed Locations

$250,000 in any one occurrence

X

X

Piers, docs and wharves as
Scheduled Property

Included on a prior submit basis only
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X

Y

Glass and Sanitary Fittings
Extension

$25,000 any one occurrence

X

Z

Ingress / Egress

45 Consecutive Days

X

AA

Lock and Key Replacement

$2,500 any one occurrence

X

BB

Awnings, Gutters and
Downspouts

Included

X

CC

Civil or Military Authority

45 Consecutive days and one mile

X

Section II B1 Business Income

$1,000,000 in any one occurrence

X

Section II B2 Additional Expenses

$1,000,000 in any one occurrence

X

FIA 120

Active Assailant(s)

$1,000,000 in any one occurrence

CRIME COVERAGE
Description
Forgery and Alteration

Limit
Not Included

Deductible
Not Included

Theft, Disappearance or Destruction

Not Included

Not Included

Computer Fraud including Funds Transfer Fraud

Not Included

Not Included

Employee Dishonesty, including faithful performance, per loss

Not Included

Not Included
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AUTOMOBILE COVERAGE
Coverages
Covered Autos
Liability
Personal Injury
Protection
Auto Medical
Payments
Uninsured Motorists
including
Underinsured
Motorists
Physical Damage
Comprehensive
Coverage

Covered
Autos
8,9

Limit
$1,000,000

Premium
Included

N/A

Not Included

N/A

Not Included

N/A

Not Included

N/A

Actual Cash Value Or Cost Of Repair, Whichever Is Less, Minus
Applicable Deductible (See Attached Schedule)
For Each Covered Auto, But No Deductible Applies To Loss
Caused By Fire or Lightning.

Not Included

See item Four for Hired or Borrowed Autos.
Physical Damage
Specified Causes of
Loss Coverage

N/A

Physical Damage
Collision Coverage

N/A

Actual Cash Value Or Cost Of Repair, Whichever Is Less, Minus
Applicable Deductible (See Attached Schedule)
For Each Covered Auto For Loss Caused By Mischief Or
Vandalism

Not Included

See item Four for Hired or Borrowed Autos.
Actual Cash Value Or Cost Of Repair, Whichever Is Less, Minus
Applicable Deductible (See Attached Schedule)
For Each Covered Auto

Not Included

See item Four for Hired or Borrowed Autos.
Physical Damage
Towing And Labor

N/A

$0 For Each Disablement Of A Private Passenger Auto

Not Included
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GENERAL LIABILITY COVERAGE (Occurrence Basis)
Bodily Injury and Property Damage Limit

$1,000,000

Personal Injury and Advertising Injury

Included

Products & Completed Operations Aggregate Limit

Included

Employee Benefits Liability Limit, per person

$1,000,000

Herbicide & Pesticide Aggregate Limit

$1,000,000

Medical Payments Limit

$5,000

Fire Damage Limit

Included

No fault Sewer Backup Limit

$25,000/$250,000

General Liability Deductible

$0

PUBLIC OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES LIABILITY (Claims Made)
Public Officials and Employment Practices Liability Limit

Public Officials and Employment Practices Liability Deductible

Per Claim

$1,000,000

Aggregate

$2,000,000
$0

Supplemental Payments: Pre-termination $2,500 per employee - $5,000 annual aggregate.
Non-Monetary $100,000 aggregate.
Cyber Liability sublimit included under POL/EPLI
Media Content Services Liability
Network Security Liability
Privacy Liability
First Party Extortion Threat
First Party Crisis Management
First Party Business Interruption
Limit: $100,000 each claim/annual aggregate
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PREMIUM SUMMARY

River Glen Community Development District
c/o Rizzetta & Company
2806 N. Fifth Street, Ste. 403
St. Augustine, FL 32084
Term: October 1, 2020 to October 1, 2021
Quote Number: 100120663

PREMIUM BREAKDOWN
Property (Including Scheduled Inland Marine)

$14,792

Crime

Not Included

Automobile Liability

Not Included

Hired Non-Owned Auto
Auto Physical Damage

Included
Not Included

General Liability

$2,702

Public Officials and Employment Practices Liability

$2,430

TOTAL PREMIUM DUE

$19,924

IMPORTANT NOTE
Defense Cost - Outside of Limit, Does Not Erode the Limit for General Liability, Public Officials Liability, and
Employment related Practices Liability.
Deductible does not apply to defense cost. Self-Insured Retention does apply to defense cost.
Additional Notes:
(None)
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PARTICIPATION AGREEMENT
Application for Membership in the Florida Insurance Alliance
The undersigned local governmental entity, certifying itself to be a public agency of the State of Florida as
defined in Section 163.01, Florida Statutes, hereby formally makes application with the Florida Insurance
Alliance (“FIA”) for continuing liability and/or casualty coverage through membership in FIA, to become
effective 12:01 a.m., 10/01/2020, and if accepted by the FIA’s duly authorized representative, does hereby
agree as follows:
(a) That, by this reference, the terms and provisions of the Interlocal Agreement creating the Florida
Insurance Alliance are hereby adopted, approved and ratified by the undersigned local governmental
entity. The undersigned local governmental entity certifies that it has received a copy of the
aforementioned Interlocal Agreement and further agrees to be bound by the provisions and obligations
of the Interlocal Agreement as provided therein;
(b) To pay all premiums on or before the date the same shall become due and, in the event Applicant fails
to do so, to pay any reasonable late penalties and charges arising therefrom, and all costs of collection
thereof, including reasonable attorneys’ fees;
(c) To abide by the rules and regulations adopted by the Board of Directors;
(d) That should either the Applicant or the Fund desire to cancel coverage; it will give not less than thirty
(30) days prior written notice of cancellation;
(e) That all information contained in the underwriting application provided to FIA as a condition precedent
to participation in FIA is true, correct and accurate in all respects.
River Glen Community Development District
(Name of Local Governmental Entity)
By:
Signature

Print Name

Witness By:
Signature

Print Name

IS HEREBY APPROVED FOR MEMBERSHIP IN THIS FUND, AND COVERAGE IS EFFECTIVE October 1, 2020

By:
Administrator
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PROPERTY VALUATION AUTHORIZATION

River Glen Community Development District
c/o Rizzetta & Company
2806 N. Fifth Street, Ste. 403
St. Augustine, FL 32084
QUOTATIONS TERMS & CONDITIONS
1. Please review the quote carefully for coverage terms, conditions, and limits.
2. The coverage is subject to 100% minimum earned premium as of the first day of the “Coverage Period”.
3. Total premium is late if not paid in full within 30 days of inception, unless otherwise stated.
4. Property designated as being within Flood Zone A or V (and any prefixes or suffixes thereof) by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), or within a 100 Year Flood Plain as designated by the United States
Army Corps of Engineers, will have a Special Flood Deductible equal to all flood insurance available for such
property under the National Flood Insurance Program, whether purchased or not or 5% of the Total Insured
Value at each affected location whichever the greater.
5. The Florida Insurance Alliance is a shared limit. The limits purchased are a per occurrence limit and in the
event an occurrence exhaust the limit purchased by the Alliance on behalf of the members, payment to you
for a covered loss will be reduced pro-rata based on the amounts of covered loss by all members affected by
the occurrence. Property designated as being within.
6. Coverage is not bound until confirmation is received from a representative of Egis Insurance & Risk Advisors.

I give my authorization to bind coverage for property through the Florida Insurance Alliance as per limits
and terms listed below.





Building and Content TIV
Inland Marine
Auto Physical Damage

Signature:

$2,787,040 As per schedule attached
$20,100 As per schedule attached
Not Included

Date:

Name:
Title:
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Schedule Items Effective As of: 10/01/2020

Property Schedule

River Glen Community Development District
Policy No.:
Agent:

100120663
Egis Insurance Advisors LLC (Boca Raton, FL)

Unit #

Description
Address
Roof Shape
Outdoor signs & Street Lights

1

Description
Address
Roof Pitch

Description
Address
Roof Pitch

Description
Address
Roof Pitch

Description
Address
Roof Pitch

Roof Shape
Backstop Fence
65084 River Glen Pkwy
Yulee FL 32097

Unit #

Description
Address
Roof Pitch

Roof Shape
Entry monument / fencing
8

Sign:

River Glen Pkwy &
Edwards Road
Yulee FL 32097

$90,000

10/01/2021

Eff. Date
Building Value
Total Insured Value
Term Date
Contents Value
Roof Covering
Covering Replaced
Roof Yr Blt
10/01/2020
$73,000
$73,000

10/01/2021

Eff. Date
Building Value
Total Insured Value
Term Date
Contents Value
Roof Covering
Covering Replaced
Roof Yr Blt
10/01/2020
$25,000
$25,000

Eff. Date
Building Value
Total Insured Value
Term Date
Contents Value
Roof Covering
Covering Replaced
Roof Yr Blt
10/01/2020
$15,000

2008

2008

2008
Non-Combustible

Print Name:

Eff. Date
Building Value
Total Insured Value
Term Date
Contents Value
Roof Covering
Covering Replaced
Roof Yr Blt
10/01/2020
$90,000

Year Built
Const Type

Year Built
Const Type
Roof Pitch

$10,000

10/01/2021

10/01/2021

Non-Combustible
Description
Address

Eff. Date
Building Value
Total Insured Value
Term Date
Contents Value
Roof Covering
Covering Replaced
Roof Yr Blt
10/01/2020
$10,000

Pump / lift
station

Year Built
Const Type

65084 River Glen Pkwy
Yulee FL 32097

Unit #

2008

Non-Combustible

Roof Shape
Basketball Court
6

Year Built
Const Type

Within CDD
Yulee FL 32097

Unit #

2008
Non-Combustible

Roof Shape
Irrigation Systems

5

Year Built
Const Type

65084 River Glen Pkwy
Yulee FL 32097

Unit #

2008
Non-Combustible

Roof Shape
Playground Equipment

4

Year Built
Const Type

65084 River Glen Pkwy
Yulee FL 32097

Unit #

2008
Non combustible

Roof Shape
Recreational Court

3

Roof Pitch

65084 River Glen Pkwy
Yulee FL 32097

Unit #

2

Year Built
Const Type

$15,000

10/01/2021

Eff. Date
Building Value
Total Insured Value
Term Date
Contents Value
Roof Covering
Covering Replaced
Roof Yr Blt
10/01/2020
$25,000
$25,000

10/01/2021

Eff. Date
Building Value
Total Insured Value
Term Date
Contents Value
Roof Covering
Covering Replaced
Roof Yr Blt
10/01/2020
$285,000
$285,000

10/01/2021

Date:

Schedule Items Effective As of: 10/01/2020

Property Schedule

River Glen Community Development District
Policy No.:
Agent:

100120663
Egis Insurance Advisors LLC (Boca Raton, FL)

Unit #

Description
Address
Roof Pitch

Roof Shape
Entry Features
9

Lagoon Forest
Yulee FL 32097

Unit #

Description
Address
Roof Pitch

Description
Address
Roof Pitch

Description
Address
Roof Pitch

Description
Address
Roof Pitch

Non combustible
Description
Address

Roof Shape
Storage Building
14

Year Built
Const Type

65084 River Glen Pkwy
Yulee FL 32097

Unit #

2008
Masonry Non Combustible

Roof Shape
Splash Pad w/ Equipment & Pump
13

Year Built
Const Type

65084 River Glen Pkwy
Yulee FL 32097

Unit #

2008
Under Ground
Liquid
Storage/Pool

Roof Shape
Clubhouse
12

Year Built
Const Type

65084 River Glen Pkwy
Yulee FL 32097

Unit #

2008
Non combustible

Roof Shape
Pool, pump & equipment
11

Year Built
Const Type

65084 River Glen Pkwy
Yulee FL 32097

Unit #

2008
Non-Combustible

Roof Shape
Tot Playground Equipment
10

Year Built
Const Type

Year Built
Const Type
Roof Pitch

65084 River Glen Pkwy
Yulee FL 32097
Simple hip

Joisted masonry

$95,000

10/01/2021

Eff. Date
Building Value
Total Insured Value
Term Date
Contents Value
Roof Covering
Covering Replaced
Roof Yr Blt
10/01/2020
$18,040
$18,040

10/01/2021

Eff. Date
Building Value
Total Insured Value
Term Date
Contents Value
Roof Covering
Covering Replaced
Roof Yr Blt
10/01/2020
$736,000
$736,000

10/01/2021

Eff. Date
Building Value
Total Insured Value
Term Date
Contents Value
Roof Covering
Covering Replaced
Roof Yr Blt
10/01/2020
$1,165,000
10/01/2021

$100,000

$1,265,000

Eff. Date
Building Value
Total Insured Value
Term Date
Contents Value
Roof Covering
Covering Replaced
Roof Yr Blt
10/01/2020
$100,000
$100,000

10/01/2021

Eff. Date
Building Value
Total Insured Value
Term Date
Contents Value
Roof Covering
Covering Replaced
Roof Yr Blt
10/01/2020
$50,000
$50,000

10/01/2021
Asphalt shingles

Total:

Sign:

Eff. Date
Building Value
Total Insured Value
Term Date
Contents Value
Roof Covering
Covering Replaced
Roof Yr Blt
10/01/2020
$95,000

Print Name:

Building Value
$2,687,040

Contents Value
$100,000

Date:

Insured Value
$2,787,040

Schedule Items Effective As of: 10/01/2020

Inland Marine Schedule

River Glen Community Development District
Policy No.:
Agent:

Department
Description

Item #
1
2
3

100120663
Egis Insurance Advisors LLC (Boca Raton, FL)
Serial Number

Classification Code
Other inland marine

Pool Access Equipment

Other inland marine

Security Cameras & Equipment

Other inland marine

Pool Chair Lift

Eff. Date
Term Date
10/01/2020
10/01/2021
10/01/2020
10/01/2021
10/01/2020
10/01/2021
Total

Sign:

Print Name:

Date:

Value

Deductible

$9,100

$1,000

$6,000

$1,000

$5,000

$1,000

$20,100

Tab 13

Consideration of Contract
Renewals

First Coast Contract Maintenance Service LLC.
352 Perdido St
St. Johns, FL 32259
(PH) 904-537-9034
(FX) 904-485-8089

Sept 1st, 2020

Prepared For:

Lesley Gallagher
Rizzetta & Company Inc.

Prepared By:

Tony Shiver
President First Coast CMS LLC

Proposal:
First Coast Contract Maintenance Service LLC, is a maintenance and
janitorial service company designed to assist overburdened property
management companies with the day to day management of onsite
maintenance task and personnel. With a dedicated maintenance manager
directing onsite workers and job task, Owners/Management can focus on the
other aspects of the property.
A few ways First Coast CMS outmatches traditional onsite maintenance and
janitorial staffs are:
•
•
•

Immediate coverage when needed for emergencies
Assist Managers in locating outside contractors when the job calls for it.
Support for larger jobs for instances that more workers are needed.
o i.e. clean up after extreme weather

•
•
•

Records of maintenance task performed and recommendations for projects and
preventative maintenance
Technicians are NSPF Certified Pool Operators, eliminating the need for
traditional pool service companies.
No need to worry about payroll, insurance, or workers compensation, it’s all
covered!

Each property is evaluated and a maintenance and janitorial program is
created to accommodate whatever the needs may be.

Property: River Glen CDD
Scope:
Janitorial and Custodial
Clubhouse

Duties and Responsibilities
Empty and replace liners in all garbage cans
Clean clubhouse restrooms and stock if needed
Clean entrance doors inside and out
Sweep and mop ceramic tile
Wipe down all tables, coffee tables, end tables
Clean kitchen area, wipe down appliances
Dust all pictures, light fixtures, A/C vents and T.V’s
Clean interior windowsills and glass windows
Dust blinds/window treatments and interior ceiling fans

Fitness Center

Duties and Responsibilities
Clean all mirrors
Clean entrance door inside and out
Vacuum carpets and spot clean if necessary
Empty and replace liners in garbage cans
Wipe down and disinfect fitness equipment
Dust blinds, interior window sills and glass windows
Dust ceiling fans, A/C vents, doorframes, T.V.’s
Refill gym wipes

Pool/Playground Bathrooms

Duties and Responsibilities
Empty and replace liners in garbage cans
Sanitize counter tops and diaper changing stations
Sanitize all toilets, urinals, and sinks
Sweep and sanitize floors
Clean all mirrors

Frequency of Service
Each Visit
Each Visit
Each Visit
Each Visit
Each Visit
Each Visit
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Frequency of Service
Each Visit
Each Visit
Each Visit
Each Visit
Each Visit
Monthly
Monthly
As Needed
Frequency of Service
Each Visit
Each Visit
Each Visit
Each Visit
Each Visit

Wipe down and disinfect all partition doors
Restock all paper products, soaps, and toiletries
Dust all light fixtures, vents, & door frames

Each Visit
As Needed
Monthly

Exterior/Police Grounds
Duties and Responsibilities
Empty all exterior garbage cans and replace liners
Police pool deck for trash
Police parking lot, tennis courts, basketball court,
baseball diamond
Police soccer field and playground for trash
Clean exterior windowsills and windows
Clean Soffits and Fascia boards

Recreation Amenities

Duties and Responsibilities
Arrange pool furniture and blow off decks
Clean water fountains
Wipe down pool furniture
Check sand in ashtrays and clean/replenish (if applicable)
High dust exterior ceiling fans and light fixtures
Blow tennis courts
Clean Grill
Check light bulbs and replace any that are burnt out

Frequency of Service
Each Visit
Each Visit
Each Visit
Each Visit
Monthly
Monthly or as needed
Frequency of Service
Each Visit
Each Visit
Weekly
Monthly
Weekly or as needed
Weekly or as needed
Weekly or as needed
Each Visit

Pool

Our certified technician will be responsible for and maintaining correct water chemistry in
the swimming pool. A series of water tests will be conducted at each visit. The results of
these tests will be interpreted and used to determine the chemicals needed to maintain and
assure purity and water balance as recommended by the NSPF and required by the State of
Florida.
In addition, the technician will be responsible for cleaning the filter, pump and skimmer
baskets as needed. The technician will also be responsible for general maintenance and
adjustment of pool equipment as needed. The pool will be vacuumed regularly and surface
water skimmed to remove floating debris. The technician will manually clean pool steps and
tiles as needed.
The pool will be inspected regularly and anything that appears to be in violation of the state
pool code will either be corrected, or management notified of the violation so it can be
corrected as soon as possible.
A manually written record will be kept showing activities of the pool, as well as a full test kit
onsite at all times. Entries will show water test, chemicals added, filter condition, and
whatever maintenance task performed on the pool that day. The routine chemical test
performed by the technician will be Free Chlorine Residual, pH, Acid Demand, Total
Alkalinity, Calcium Hardness, and Cyanuric Acid

Any repairs or additional work will be charged extra. This includes work on mechanical
seals, bearings, gaskets, light bulbs, or any other part of the pool that is not “routine” pool
maintenance.
Any chemicals and filter media used to properly treat and balance the pool are not covered
and will be invoiced monthly.

Common Area Maintenance
Five hours per week will be dedicated to general facilities maintenance, upkeep and repair.
The onsite personnel may repair any minor issue that 1) does not require a trade license
2) Is not covered under another contract 3) Can be completed within the allotted time frame,
and 4) Does not require prior approval from management. Materials for repairs are not
covered and will be submitted for reimbursement. The District Manager will be notified
about any issue that can’t be repaired “in house” or requires invoicing upon completion.

Staffing
First Coast CMS, LLC will provide the district with an onsite staff member weekly to
serve as an attendant during the week and on weekends. The attendant’s duties will
consist of, but not limited to rule/policy enforcement and custodial.
October - November 2019: 3 x 6 hour days during week and 8 hours Saturday and
Sunday (34 hours per week)
Dec 2019 – March 2020:

2 x 4 hour days during week and 6 hours Saturday and
Sunday. (20 hours per week)

April – May, Sept 2020

3 x 6 hour days during week and 8 hours Saturday and
Sunday (34 hours per week)

June – August 2020

7 x 8 hour days (56 hours per week)

Other Agreed Services
First Coast CMS LLC will also provide, at the request of the District Manager, assistance
with providing access to the “rental room” located within the amenity center and inspection
for damage after rental event.
First Coast CMS LLC will also regularly inspect for vandalism, damage, or proper operation
of the two entrance features and lighting.
At the request of the District Manager, First Coast CMS will prepare a report for the Board of
Supervisors regarding the general maintenance, repairs, and condition of the amenity center
and its features.

Preventative maintenance will also be regularly performed on all fitness equipment to ensure
the equipment functionality is extended (third party service).

The onsite personnel may repair any minor issue that 1) does not require a trade license
2) Is not covered under another contract 3) Can be completed within an allotted time
frame, and 4) Does not require prior approval from management. Time and Materials for
repairs are not covered and will be submitted for reimbursement. Management will be
notified about any issue that can’t be repaired “in house” or requires invoicing upon
completion.
Materials purchased to provide services, for repair and janitorial, are not covered under the
estimate and will be submitted for reimbursement.
In consideration for providing personnel onsite for Janitorial, Maintenance, Staffing and
Pool services, and as needed for emergencies, provided by the Contractor, First Coast CMS
LLC, payment to the order of $3794 (October – November 2019), $2800 (December 2019March 2020), April – May, Sept 2020 ($3794), $5447 (June -August 2020) to be paid
within (30) thirty days of invoice date. This agreement shall remain in effect for 24 months
with an automatic increase of 3% after 12 months. If desired by The District, First Coast
CMS can bill $3875.92 monthly during contract term to simplify accounting.
If agreed upon, a contract would be drafted and signed by both parties specifying details and
could be terminated at any time by either party given a 30 day written notice.
Thank you for your consideration and we hope to do business with your organization.
Tony Shiver
President
First Coast CMS LLC.
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FLORIDA LEASE AND SERVICE AGREEMENT
This LEASE AND SERVICE AGREEMENT (this “Agreement”), is made and entered into this 2020-10-31
________ (the
“Effective Date”), by and between __________________________________________________________________, a(n)
_______________________________________(hereinafter “Customer”), and Aquasol Commercial Chemical, Inc. D/B/A
Poolsure, a Texas corporation (hereinafter “Supplier”).
RECITALS
WHEREAS, Customer desires to purchase certain chemicals and lease equipment from Supplier, and Supplier is willing to
sell the chemicals and lease the equipment upon the terms, covenants, conditions and agreements set forth in this Agreement.
AGREEMENT
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants, conditions and agreements set forth herein, and for such
other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Customer and Supplier
agree as follows:
1.
Chemicals. Subject to and in accordance with the covenants and conditions set forth in this Agreement
Supplier shall deliver to Customer certain chemicals (the “Chemicals”) necessary for Customer to maintain the chlorine, pH,
alkalinity levels, calcium and the cyanuric acid in the water of Customer’s swimming pools and other bodies of water (collectively
hereinafter the “Pools”). The specific Chemicals and terms upon which Supplier agrees to deliver the Chemicals are included on
Exhibit A, which is attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference. Supplier will deliver the Chemicals to such location(s) as
are set forth on Exhibit A, and Customer agrees to provide Supplier reasonable access to the area(s) where Chemicals are stored
in each location in order to facilitate such delivery.
2.
Equipment. Supplier agrees to lease to Customer the equipment (hereinafter the “Equipment”) listed on Exhibit
A. Customer shall keep the Equipment at the location(s) set forth on Exhibit A and shall not remove the Equipment or allow it to be
removed without Supplier’s prior, written consent. The Equipment leased hereunder (and any replacement thereof) shall remain the
sole property of Supplier, and shall be returned to Supplier at the end of the Term in good working condition, reasonable wear and
tear expected. Nothing herein shall be construed as conveying to Customer any right, title or interest in or to the Equipment. All
Equipment shall remain personal property (even though said Equipment may hereafter become attached or affixed to real property)
and the title thereto shall at all times remain exclusively in Supplier. At Customer’s sole cost and expense, Customer shall (a)
protect and defend Supplier’s ownership of and title to the Equipment from and against all persons claiming against or through
Customer, (b) at all times keep the Equipment free from any and all liens, encumbrances, attachments, levies, executions,
burdens, charges or legal processes imposed against Customer, and (c) give Supplier immediate written notice of any matter
described in this sentence.
3.
Payment to Supplier. In consideration of the foregoing, Customer agrees to pay Supplier, without reduction or
set-off, a monthly fee equal to the total amount set forth on Exhibit A. During the term of this Agreement, Customer shall deliver
payment to Supplier by the 21st day of each and every month. If payment in full is not timely received, interest shall accrue on such
unpaid amounts at the rate of 18% per annum or the highest rate allowed under applicable law, whichever is less. If restriction of
service is necessary due to non-payment and customer then delivers payment, there will be no credit issued for the lost service
during the time Supplier restricted service to Customer.
4.
Term. The term of this Agreement (the “Term”) shall commence on the Effective Date and shall continue for a
period of one (1) year and shall automatically renew on a month to month basis until terminated by Supplier or Customer; provided,
however, this agreement may be terminated by either party at any time, without cause or penalty, upon thirty (30) days prior written
notice.
5.
Water Chemistry and Maintenance of Equipment. Maintaining proper water chemistry in the Pools is the
sole responsibility of Customer, despite Supplier having agreed to provide the Equipment as a tool to assist Customer in
connection therewith. Customer agrees that it shall independently test the water chemistry of each Pool no less than daily (or more
often if required by law), and shall keep an accurate and up-to-date written log of such tests during the term of this Agreement and
so long thereafter as required by any applicable law. In the event that such tests reveal that any piece of Equipment is not
maintaining proper water chemistry, Customer shall promptly notify Supplier of the same, and Customer will add Chemicals to the
Pools by hand as necessary to maintain proper water chemistry therein, until such Equipment is repaired or replaced by Supplier.
Supplier’s sole responsibility hereunder is to supply Chemicals, lease the Equipment and to repair such Equipment as further
provided herein; all responsibility for maintenance of the Chemicals in the Pools shall accrue to and be the responsibility of the
Customer. Equipment and feed system may only be used to feed approved chemicals provided by Supplier. Customer shall not,
under any circumstance, place or allow others to place in any piece of Equipment products or chemicals obtained from any thirdparty.
Customer shall be solely responsible for any and all leaks in any piece of Equipment, and any circumstance arising or resulting
from any leaks. Customer acknowledges that corrosion may result from Chemicals and Supplier is not responsible for the same. It
is recommended that a ventilation fan be installed in any enclosed Equipment/Chemical area to provide proper ventilation and
minimize corrosion.
In the event the Equipment is damaged as a result of the misuse, improper use, or other intentional and wrongful or negligent acts
or omissions of Customer’s officers, employees, agents and contractors (other than Supplier), to the extent such damage is not
covered by any warranties or insurance, Supplier may service or repair the Equipment as needed and the cost thereof shall be paid
by Customer to Supplier immediately upon written request, together with interest thereon at the rate of one and one-half percent
(1.50%) per month (or the maximum monthly interest rate permitted to be charged by law between an unrelated, commercial
borrower and lender, if less) and reasonable attorneys' fees and costs incurred by Supplier in collecting such amount from
Customer.
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6.
No Warranties by Supplier. As of the date of delivery of the Chemicals and Equipment, Customer has
satisfied itself that the Chemicals and Equipment are suitable for Customer’s intended purposes and are in good working order,
condition and repair at the time of acceptance. SUPPLIER SUPPLIES THE CHEMICALS AND EQUIPMENT UNDER THIS
AGREEMENT IN THEIR “AS IS” CONDITION. SUPPLIER, NOT BEING THE MANUFACTURER OF THE CHEMICALS OR
EQUIPMENT OR THE MANUFACTURER’S AGENT, MAKES NO WARRANTY OR REPRESENTATION, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, AS TO THE CHEMICALS OR EQUIPMENT’S MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR
USE, DESIGN, CONDITION, DURABILITY, CAPACITY, MATERIAL OR WORKMANSHIP. Supplier shall not be liable for any
direct, indirect and consequential losses or damages suffered by Customer or by any other person for, and Customer expressly
waives any right to hold Supplier liable hereunder for, any claims, demands and liabilities arising out of or in connection with the
design or manufacture, possession or operation of the Chemicals or Equipment, including, without limitation, injury to persons or
property resulting from the failure of, defective or faulty design, operation, condition, suitability or use of the Chemicals or
Equipment.
7.
Indemnity and Limitation of Damages. CUSTOMER HEREBY AGREES TO INDEMNIFY, DEFEND AND
HOLD SUPPLIER HARMLESS FROM AND AGAINST ALL CLAIMS, DAMAGES, ACTIONS, JUDGMENTS, SUITS, LOSSES,
FINES, PENALTIES, DEMANDS, COSTS AND EXPENSES AND LIABILITY WHATSOEVER (AND ANY ATTORNEY'S FEES
AND/OR COSTS INCURRED IN CONNECTION THEREWITH) (COLLECTIVELY THE “LOSSES”) CAUSED BY OR ARISING
FROM (A) CUSTOMER’S FAILURE TO FULLY PERFORM, OBSERVE OR SATISFY ITS COVENANTS, DUTIES,
WARRANTIES OR OBLIGATIONS CONTAINED IN THIS AGREEMENT; (B) THE NEGLIGENT OR WRONGFUL USE AND
OPERATION OF THE CHEMICALS OR EQUIPMENT DURING THE TERM BY CUSTOMER, ITS AGENTS, OFFICERS,
EMPLOYEES OR CONTRACTORS; (C) CUSTOMER’S FAILURE TO MAINTAIN PROPER WATER CHEMISTRY IN EACH AND
EVERY POOL; (D) THE ACTS OR OMISSIONS OF CUSTOMER, ITS AGENTS, OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES OR
CONTRACTORS; AND (E) THE STORAGE OF THE CHEMICALS ON CUSTOMER’S PREMISES. IF SUCH LOSSES WERE
ALSO CAUSED IN PART BY THE ACTS OR OMISSIONS OF SUPPLIER, THEN CUSTOMER SHALL ONLY BE LIABLE TO
THE EXTENT AND FOR SUCH PORTION THAT SUCH LOSSES WERE CAUSED BY, ARISE FROM OR RELATE, TO THE
ACTS OR OMISSIONS OF CUSTOMER, ITS OFFICERS, AGENTS, MANAGERS, CONTRACTORS AND/OR EMPLOYEES.
IN NO EVENT SHALL SUPPLIER BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL (INCLUDING LOST PROFITS),
SPECIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES IN CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT, THE CHEMICALS OR
EQUIPMENT, EVEN IF NOTICE WAS GIVEN OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES AND EVEN IF SUCH DAMAGES
WERE REASONABLY FORESEEABLE.
Supplier shall not be liable for default in the performance or discharge of any duty or obligation under this Agreement, to the extent
caused by acts of God, civil or military authority, public enemy, fire, floods, winds, storms, labor disorders, strikes, work stoppages
or other labor trouble, accidents, riots, civil commotion, closing the public highways, terrorist acts or threats, governmental
interference or regulations and other contingencies, similar to the foregoing, beyond Supplier’s reasonable control.
The terms of this Section 7 shall survive the termination or expiration of this Agreement.
8.
Customer Event of Default. The occurrence of any of the following shall constitute an event of default under
this Agreement (“a Customer Event of Default”):
(a)

Customer fails to pay any payment when due pursuant to the terms of this Agreement;

(b)
Customer attempts to remove, sell, transfer, encumber, assign, sublet or part with possession of the
Equipment or any items thereof, except as expressly permitted herein;
(c)
Customer fails to observe or perform any of its material covenants, duties or obligations arising under
this Agreement and such failure continues for a period of fifteen (15) days after written notice hereof by Supplier;
(d)
Customer ceases doing business as a going concern, makes an assignment for the benefit of
creditors, admits in writing its inability to pay its debts as they become due, files a voluntary petition in bankruptcy, is adjudicated as
bankrupt or insolvent, files a petition seeking for itself any reorganization, arrangement, composition, readjustment, liquidation,
dissolution or similar arrangement under any present or future statute, law or regulation or files an answer admitting the material
allegations of a petition filed against it in any such proceeding, consents to or acquiesces in the appointment of a trustee, receiver,
or liquidator of it or of all or any substantial part of its assets or properties, or it or its shareholders shall take any action looking to
its dissolution or liquidation;
9.
Remedies Upon Customer Event of Default.
Supplier may at its option do any or all of the following:

Upon the occurrence of any Customer Event of Default,

(a)
By written notice to Customer, immediately terminate this Agreement as to the Equipment, wherever
situated. As a result of the termination, Supplier may enter upon Customer’s property and remove the Equipment without liability of
any kind or nature for so doing or Supplier may demand that Customer remove and return the Equipment, all at Customer’s sole
cost and expense; or
(b)
Exercise any other right or remedy which may be available to Supplier under any applicable law or
proceed by appropriate court action, without affecting Supplier’s title or right to possession of the Equipment, to enforce the terms
hereof or to recover damages for the breach hereof or to cancel this Agreement as to the Equipment.
10.
Insurance. During the Term, Customer shall, at its cost and expense, purchase and maintain in effect general
and professional liability insurance covering all Losses. Supplier shall be named as an additional insured party on the insurance
policies to be maintained hereunder by Customer. The policies to be maintained by Customer hereunder shall be evidenced by a
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certificate of insurance or other reasonable documentation which shall be delivered by Customer to Supplier no later than the
Effective Date and as of each annual renewal of such policies during the Term.
11.

Miscellaneous.

(a)
This Agreement and all claims or causes of action arising hereunder shall be governed by and construed in
accordance with the laws of the State of Florida, excluding its conflicts of law’s provisions, and in the event of a dispute arising
under this Agreement, the parties hereby submit to exclusive jurisdiction in the federal or state courts located in Orange County,
Florida, and agree that venue is proper and convenient in such forum.
(b)
If any provision of this Agreement is found by a court of competent jurisdiction to be unenforceable for any
reason, the remainder of this Agreement shall continue in full force and effect.
(c)
In the event of any controversy, claim or dispute between the parties arising out of or relating to this Agreement
or the breach thereof, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover from the other party its reasonable expenses, attorney’s fees,
and costs.
(d)
written consent.

Customer may not assign this Agreement nor the rights and obligations set forth herein, without Supplier’s prior

(e)
This Agreement together with the Exhibits attached hereto constitutes the full and complete agreement and
understanding between the parties hereto concerning the subject matter hereof and shall supersede any and all prior written and
oral agreements with regard to such subject matter. This Agreement may be modified or amended only by a written instrument
executed by all of the parties hereto.
(f)
The titles or headings of the various paragraphs hereof are intended solely for convenience or reference and
are not intended and shall not be deemed to modify, explain or place any construction upon any of the provisions of this
Agreement.
(g)
All notices required or permitted hereunder shall be in writing and unless personal delivery is effected, shall be
deemed delivered when deposited in the United States Mail, postage pre-paid, registered or certified mail, return receipt requested,
addressed to the party in question at the address set forth herein or at such other address as may have been specified by written
notice delivered in accordance herewith. For the purposes of the notice provisions of this Agreement, the following addresses shall
be the addresses of the parties hereto until changed:
Supplier:

Customer:

Aquasol Commercial Chemical, Inc.
1707 Townhurst Dr.
Houston, TX 77043
(h)
This Agreement may be signed in multiple counterparts, each of which will be considered an original and all of
which together will constitute a whole. Signatures transmitted electronically, by facsimile or email shall have the same effect as
original signatures.
This Agreement has been executed as of the date first set forth above.
SUPPLIER:

CUSTOMER:

AQUASOL COMMERCIAL CHEMICAL, INC.
D/B/A POOLSURE, a Texas corporation

By:

By:

Name:

Name: Tony Shiver

Title:

Title:

Date:

Date:
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EXHIBIT A – Specific Terms

Property Name

Water Management Base Rate

River Glen Community

910.00

Summer
Monthly Seasonal Billing - 100%
____ during Summer (April-September)
and 100%
____ during Winter (October-March)

910.00

Monthly XPC
Upgrade
Rate

Additional Monthly Charges
Pool Name

Winter
910.00

Monthly Tap
Rate

River Glen CDD - Main Pool
River Glen CDD - pool 2

Number of Controllers: 2
Chemicals to be Delivered: May include but not limited to Sodium Hypochlorite, Pool Acid, Sodium Bicarbonate,
Calcium Chloride, Cyanurics
Special Items Included on Agreement:
renewal agreement only - no change

Delivery Address

Billing Information

65029 River Glen Parkway

Sent Via:
Website:
Email Address:
Mail Address:

Yulee

FL

32097
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SERVICES CONTRACT
CUSTOMER NAME: Lesley Gallagher
PROPERTY NAME: River Glen CDD
CONTRACT EFFECTIVE DATE: February 1, 2021 through January 31, 2022
SUBMITTED BY: LisaMarie Strawser, Sales Support Administrator
SPECIFICATIONS: Renewal services for nine waterways (7,945 total linear feet perimeter) located in Yulee, FL
This agreement (the “Agreement”) is made as of the date indicated above, and is by and between
SOLitude Lake Management, LLC (“SOLitude” or the “Company”) and the customer identified above (the
“Customer”) on the terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement.
1.
The Services. SOLitude will provide services at the Customer’s property as described in Schedule A
attached hereto:
2.
PAYMENT TERMS. The Annual Contract Price is $5,340.00. SOLitude shall invoice Customer $445.00
per month for the Services to be provided under this Agreement. The term of this agreement is for a
period of twelve (12) months, with payment to be made in twelve (12) equal monthly payments due by
the last day of each month. As a courtesy, the customer will be invoiced on the first day of each month,
reminding them that a contract payment is due by the end of that same month. The customer is
obligated to pay each monthly contract payment per the terms of this contract, without any obligation
on the part of SOLitude to invoice or send any other sort of reminder or notice. The Annual Contract Price
is based on the total value of services to be provided over a period of twelve (12) months. For the
convenience of the customer, we offer Monthly Contract Pricing that is simply an even twelve (12) month
amortization of the Annual Contract Price. Due to the seasonality of these services, and the
disproportionate amount of time and materials dedicated to providing these services during some times
of the year as compared to others, based on the season, weather patterns, and other natural factors, the
amount billed and paid to date is not necessarily equivalent to the amount of work performed to date.
For this reason, should the Customer cancel the contract early, or be in default for any reason, Customer
will be responsible for immediately paying the remaining portion of annual contract work completed to
date.
The Customer will be liable for any returned check fees and any collection costs, including reasonable
attorney fees and court costs, for any invoices not otherwise timely paid, and interest at the rate of 1% per
month may be added to all unpaid invoices. Should the work performed be subject to any local, state, or
federal jurisdiction, agency, or other organization of authority for sales or other taxes or fees in addition to
those expressly covered by this contract, customer will be invoiced and responsible for paying said
additional taxes in addition to the contract price and other fees above. SOLitude shall be reimbursed by
the customer for any non-routine expenses, administrative fees, compliance fees, or any other similar
expense that are incurred as a result of requirements placed on SOLitude by the customer that are not
covered specifically by the written specifications of this contract.

Competitively Sensitive & Proprietary Materials – The information contained herein is the intellectual property of SŌLitude Lake Management.
Recipient may not disclose to any outside party any proprietary information, processes, or pricing contained in this document or any of its
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be the responsibility of the recipient to keep the information contained herein confidential.
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3.
TERM AND EXPIRATION. This Agreement is for an annual management program as described in the
Schedule A attached. Any additional services will be provided only upon additional terms as agreed to
by the parties in writing. Contract will automatically renew annually at the end of the contract effective
date for subsequent one (1) year terms, with a three percent (3%) escalation in the Annual Contract Price
each year, under the same terms, specifications, and conditions as set forth by this contract, unless either
party gives written notice of cancellation thirty (30) days prior to the termination date of this contract, or
subsequent renewal contracts.
4.
DISCLAIMER. SOLitude is not responsible for the failure of any treatment, equipment installation, or
other work that result from dam or other structural failures, severe weather and storms, flooding, or other
acts of God that are outside of the control of SOLitude.
Customer understands and acknowledges that there are irrigation restrictions associated with many of the
products used to treat lakes and ponds. The customer is responsible for notifying SOLitude in advance of
the contract signing and the start of the contract if they utilize any of the water in their lakes or ponds for
irrigation purposes. The customer accepts full responsibility for any issues that may arise from the irrigation
of turf, ornamentals, trees, crops, or any other plants as a result of treated water being used by the
customer for irrigation without the consent or knowledge of SOLitude.
Although there is rarely direct fish toxicity with the products used for treatment when applied at the
labeled rate, or the installation and normal operation of the equipment we install, there is a risk under
certain circumstances of significant dissolved oxygen drops. This risk is most severe in times of extremely
hot weather and warm water temperatures, as these are the conditions during which dissolved oxygen
levels are naturally at their lowest levels. Often times lakes and ponds will experience natural fish kills
under these conditions even if no work is performed. Every effort, to include the method and timing of
application, the choice of products and equipment used, and the skill and training of the staff, is made to
avoid such problems. However, the customer understands and accepts that there is always a slight risk of
the occurrence of adverse conditions outside the control of SOLitude that will result in the death of some
fish and other aquatic life. The customer also understands and accepts that similar risks would remain
even if no work was performed. The customer agrees to hold SOLitude harmless for any issues with fish or
other aquatic life which occur as described above, or are otherwise outside the direct control of the
SOLitude, unless there is willful negligence on the part of SOLitude.
5.
INSURANCE AND LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. SOLitude will maintain general liability and property
damage insurance as necessary given the scope and nature of the Services. The Company will be
responsible for those damages, claims, causes of action, injuries or legal costs to the extent of its own direct
negligence or misconduct, and then only to an amount not to exceed the annual value of this Agreement.
In no event will any party to this Agreement be liable to the other for incidental, consequential or purely
economic damages.
6.
FORCE MAJEURE.
The Company shall not be liable for any delay in performing the Services, nor
liable for any failure to provide the Services, due to any cause beyond its reasonable control.
7.
ANTI-CORRUPTION AND BRIBERY. Each party represents that neither it nor anyone acting on its behalf
has offered, given, requested or accepted any undue financial or other advantage of any kind in entering
into this Agreement, and that it will comply with all applicable laws and regulations pertaining to corruption,
competition and bribery in carrying out the terms and conditions of this Agreement.
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8.
GOVERNING LAW. This Agreement shall be governed and construed in accordance with the laws
of the state in which the Services are performed.
9.
ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with
respect to the subject matter and replaces any prior agreements or understandings, whether in writing or
otherwise. This Agreement may not be modified or amended except by written agreement executed by
both parties. In the event that any provision of this Agreement is determined to be void, invalid, or
unenforceable, the validity and enforceability of the remaining provisions of this Agreement shall not be
affected.
10.
NOTICE. Any written notice provided under this Agreement may be sent via overnight mail, certified
mail, hand delivery or electronic mail with delivery confirmation, to the individuals and addresses listed
below.
11.
BINDING. This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the legal representatives
and successors of the parties.
ACCEPTED AND APPROVED:
SOLITUDE LAKE MANAGEMENT, LLC.

RIVER GLEN CDD

By: ______________________________

By: ______________________________

Name: __________________________

Name: __________________________

Title: ____________________________

Title: _____________________________

Date: _________________________

Date: __________________________

Please Remit All Payments to:

Customer’s Address for Notice Purposes:

1320 Brookwood Drive Suite H
Little Rock AR 72202

____________________________________________
____________________________________________

Please Mail All Contracts to:
____________________________________________
2844 Crusader Circle, Suite 450
Virginia Beach, VA 23453
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SCHEDULE A – ANNUAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES
Aquatic Weed Control:
1. Ponds and spillover areas will be inspected on a one (1) time per month basis.
2. Any growth of undesirable aquatic weeds and vegetation found in the ponds and
spillover areas with each inspection shall be treated and controlled through the
application of aquatic herbicides and aquatic surfactants as required to control the
specific varieties of aquatic weeds and vegetation found in the ponds and spillover
areas at the time of application.
3. Invasive and unwanted submersed and floating vegetation will be treated and
controlled preventatively and curatively each spring and early summer through the use
of systemic herbicides at the rate appropriate for control of the target species.
Application rates will be designed to allow for selective control of unwanted species
while allowing for desirable species of submersed and emergent wetland plants to
prosper.
Shoreline Weed Control:
1. Shoreline areas will be inspected on a one (1) time per month basis.
2. Any growth of cattails, phragmites, or other unwanted shoreline vegetation found
within the ponds and spillover areas shall be treated and controlled through the
application of aquatic herbicides and aquatic surfactants as required for control of the
plants present at time of application.
3. Any growth of unwanted plants or weeds growing in areas where stone has been
installed for bank stabilization and erosion control shall be treated and controlled
through the application of aquatic herbicides and aquatic surfactants as required to
control the unwanted growth present at the time of application.
Algae Control:
1. Ponds and spillover areas will be inspected on a one (1) time per month basis.
2. Any algae found in the pond(s) with each inspection shall be treated and controlled
through the application of algaecides, aquatic herbicides, and aquatic surfactants as
needed for control of the algae present at the time of service.
Trash Removal:
1. Trash and light debris will be removed from the pond(s) with each service and disposed
off site. Any large item or debris that is not easily and reasonably removable by one
person during the routine visit will be removed with the Customer’s approval for an
additional fee. Routine trash and debris removal services are for the pond areas only,
and do not include any trash or debris removal from the surrounding terrestrial (dry
land) areas.
Service Reporting:
1. Customer will be provided with a monthly service report detailing all of the work
performed as part of this contract.
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General Qualifications:
1. Company is a licensed pesticide applicator in the state in which service is to be
provided.
2. Individual Applicators are Certified Pesticide Applicators in Aquatics, Public Health,
Forestry, Right of Way, and Turf/Ornamental as required in the state in which service is
to be provided.
3. Company is a SePRO Preferred Applicator and dedicated Steward of Water. Each
individual applicator has been trained and educated in the water quality testing and
analysis required for site specific water quality management prescriptions and utilizes
an integrated approach that encompasses all aspects of ecologically balanced
management. Each applicator has received extensive training in the proper selection,
use, and application of all aquatic herbicides, algaecides, adjuvants, and water
quality enhancement products necessary to properly treat our Customers’ lakes and
ponds as part of an overall integrated pest management program.
4. Company guarantees that all products used for treatment are EPA registered and
labeled as appropriate and safe for use in lakes, ponds, and other aquatic sites, and
are being applied in a manner consistent with their labeling.
5. All pesticide applications made directly to the water or along the shoreline for the
control of algae, aquatic weeds, or other aquatic pests as specified in this contract will
meet or exceed all of the Company’s legal regulatory requirements as set forth by the
EPA and related state agencies for NPDES and FIFRA. Company will perform
treatments that are consistent with NPDES compliance standards as applicable in and
determined by the specific state in which treatments are made. All staff will be fully
trained to perform all applications in compliance with all federal, state, and local law.
6. Company will continue to maintain all appropriate training and licensing necessary to
perform all specified work in a safe and legal manner throughout the entire contract
period.
7. Company will furnish personnel, equipment, boats, materials, and other items required
to provide the foregoing at his expense.
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RIVER GLEN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
LANDSCAPE AND IRRIGATION MAINTENANCE SERVICES
EVALUATION CRITERIA

1.

Personnel & Equipment

(20 Points Possible)

This category addresses the following criteria: skill set and experience of key management
and assigned personnel, including the project manager and other specifically trained individuals
who will manage the property; present ability to manage this project; proposed staffing levels;
capability of performing the work; geographic location; subcontractor listing; inventory of all
equipment; etc. Skill set includes certification, technical training, and experience with similar
projects. Please include resumes, certifications, etc., with proposal. Please also provide evidence
of the proposer’s ability to meet deadlines and be responsive to client needs.
2.

Experience

(20 Points Possible)

This category addresses past & current record and experience of the Proposer in similar
projects; volume of work previously awarded to the firm; past performance in any other contracts;
etc.
3.

Understanding Scope of RFP

(15 Points Possible)

This category addresses the following issues: Does the proposal demonstrate an
understanding of the District’s needs for the services requested? Does it provide all information
as requested by the District including pricing, scheduling, staffing, etc.? Does it demonstrate
clearly the ability to perform these services? Were any suggestions for “best practices” included?
Does the proposal as a whole appear to be feasible, in light of the scope of work? Did the
contractor use the forms provided from the Project Manual in responding to the proposal?
4.

Financial Capacity

(5 Points Possible)

This category addresses whether the Proposer has demonstrated that it has the financial
resources and stability as a business entity necessary to implement and execute the work. Proposer
should include proof of ability to provide insurance coverage as required by the District such as
audited financial statements, or similar information.
5.

Price

(25 Points Possible)

A full twenty-five (25) points will be awarded to the Proposer submitting the lowest bid
for the Contract Amount. AN AVERAGE OF ALL FOUR (4) YEARS PRICING IS TO BE
CONSIDERED WHEN AWARDING POINTS FOR PRICING - THE INITIAL TERM AND
THE FIRST, SECOND, THIRD, AND FOURTH ANNUAL RENEWALS. All other proposers
will receive a percentage of this amount based upon a formula which divides the low bid by the
12

proposer’s bid and is then multiplied by the number of points possible in this part of the Price
evaluation. *
* Contractor “A” turns in a bid of $210,000 and is deemed to be low bid and will receive the full 25 points. Contractor “B” turns
in a bid of $265,000. Bid “A” is divided by Bid “B” then multiplied by the number of points possible (25). (210,000/265,000) x 25
= 19.81, therefore, Contractor “B” will receive 19.81 of 25 possible points. Contractor “C” turns in a bid of $425,000. Bid “A” is
divided by Bid “C” then multiplied by the number of points possible (25). (210,000/425,000) x 25 = 12.35, therefore, Contractor
“C” will receive 12.35 of 25 points.

6.

Reasonableness of ALL Numbers

(15 Points Possible)

Up to fifteen (15) points will be awarded as to the reasonableness of ALL numbers,
quantities & costs (including, but not limited to fertilizer quantities, mulch quantities based on
Contractor’s field measurements) provided, as well as unit costs from the additional schedules.
Proposer’s Total Score

(100 Points Possible)
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PROPOSAL FORM
PART IV PRICING
NOTE: This pricing form is intended to cover pricing for the initial one-year term of the
contract. It is assumed that prices will remain the same through each of the four potential
annual renewal terms. If the Proposer intends to change pricing for any renewal term, then the
Proposer should submit multiple pricing forms, one for each renewal term. Otherwise, the
prices stated below will be binding for the initial one-year term, and any annual renewal terms.
Having carefully examined the specifications and having thoroughly inspected said property, the
undersigned proposes to furnish all labor, materials, and proper equipment for the entire scope of
work, in accordance with said specifications, for the sum of:
PART 1
General Landscape Maintenance

$

/Year

Storm Cleanup $______/HR
Freeze Protection (description of ability)

$______/application (Contractor to identify those plants susceptible to freeze and estimate cost to cover
per application)
Hand Watering
$______/HR for employee with hand-held hose
$______/HR for water truck/tanker
These prices are informational only and NOT to be included in General Landscape Maintenance Cost
PART 2
Fertilization (All labor and materials)
$
/Year
(Include any and all turf pesticide/herbicide/fungicide mixtures you intend to use throughout the
year) ONLY USE PLANT TYPE SECTIONS THAT APPLY TO THIS PROPERTY.

MONTH

ST. AUGUSTINE (per specifications in Part 2)
FORMULA
APPLICATION RATE
TOTAL POUNDS
(LBS. N/1000 SF)
PRODUCT TO BE
APPLIED
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COST PER
APPLICATION

MONTH

FORMULA

APPLICATION RATE
(LBS. N/1000 SF)

TOTAL POUNDS
PRODUCT TO BE
APPLIED

COST PER
APPLICATION

ST. AUGUSTINE cont.

MONTH

MONTH

MONTH

MONTH

BAHIA (per specifications in Part 2)
APPLICATION RATE
TOTAL POUNDS
(LBS. N/1000 SF)
PRODUCT TO BE
APPLIED

COST PER
APPLICATION

ZOYSIA (per specifications in Part 2)
APPLICATION RATE
TOTAL POUNDS
(LBS. N/1000 SF)
PRODUCT TO BE
APPLIED

COST PER
APPLICATION

BERMUDA (per specifications in Part 2)
APPLICATION RATE
TOTAL POUNDS
(LBS. N/1000 SF)
PRODUCT TO BE
APPLIED

COST PER
APPLICATION

ORNAMENTALS (per specifications in Part 2)
FORMULA
APPLICATION RATE
TOTAL POUNDS
(LBS. N/1000 SF)
PRODUCT TO BE
APPLIED

COST PER
APPLICATION

FORMULA

FORMULA

FORMULA
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MONTH

FORMULA

PALMS (per specifications in Part 2)
APPLICATION RATE
TOTAL POUNDS
(1.5 LBS. /100 SF
PRODUCT TO BE
PALM CANOPY)
APPLIED

COST PER
APPLICATION

Please list any additional fertilization for those plant materials requiring specialized applications.

MONTH

FORMULA

SPECIALTY PLANT MATERIALS
PLANTS TO BE
TOTAL POUNDS
FERTILIZED
PRODUCT TO BE
(i.e., Crapes, Loropetalum,
APPLIED
Knockout Roses, etc.)

COST PER
APPLICATION

The totals in the “Cost per application” column should equal your Total Fertilization Cost
for the year.
PART 3
Pest Control (All labor and materials)

$ ____________________ /Year
(If entire pesticide allowance is
required) *

* This is an allowance for treatments of trees, ornamentals, groundcovers, etc. and should include
only those pesticides/herbicides not already included in the turf fertilizer section. This dollar
amount will not be equally divided amongst the monthly invoices. The portion of the allowance
used on any particular event shall be billed the month after services are rendered. Contractor shall
continue to be responsible for the eradication/control of all weeds, pests and diseases after the
allowance listed above has been exhausted.
OTC Injections will be performed at the discretion of the District’s BOS (This shall not be
included in either the Pest Control cost listed above nor shall it be included in the Grand Total
or Contract Amount.)
OTC Injections (All labor and materials)
(based on your recorded quantities below)

$

(OTC injections per specs - do not include in Grand Total)
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/YR.

Palm Type

Palm Qty

# of Inoculations
per quarter per
palm
(based on size)
(i.e. (2) inoculations
per large Canary
Palm per 1/4, etc.)

Cost per
Individual
Inoculation
(One
Cartridge)

Total Cost per
Year
(4x per year)

The District reserves the right to subcontract out any and all OTC Injection events.
Application of Top Choice for annual treatment of Fire Ants
For informational purposes only, please provide a cost to apply Top Choice for the annual
control of fire ants in all Finished Landscaped Areas as described in Scope of Services.
$_______ __________ / YR
Top Choice application will be performed at the sole discretion of the District’s BOS
(This shall not be included in either the Pest Control cost listed above nor shall it be included
in the Grand Total or Contract Amount.)
PART 4
Irrigation (All labor and materials)

$

/Year

Freeze Protection (description of ability)

$______/application (do not include in Irrigation Total or Grand Total)
After hours emergency service hourly rate $ ________ /HR. (i.e. broken mainlines,
pump & wells, etc.)
Contractor shall provide a list of additional charges and pricing for such items other
than routine maintenance as a separate price from this bid.
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PART 5
Based on quantities determined by Contractor’s field measurements at time of bidding,
Contractor shall install:
__________ CY Dyed Gold Hardwood Mulch per specs for the first top-dressing at
$ __________/CY (October Application)
And
__________ CY Dyed Gold Hardwood Mulch per specs for the second top-dressing at
$ __________/CY (April Application)
Installation of Dyed Gold Hardwood Mulch
$
/YR
(This is the total cost if both topdressings are performed - do not include in Grand Total)
Each top-dressing shall leave all beds with a total depth of 3” after compaction
Based on quantities determined by Contractor’s field measurements at time of bidding,
Contractor shall install:
__________ Bales Pine Straw Mulch per specs for the first top-dressing at
$ __________/Bale (October Application)
And
__________ Bales Pine Straw Mulch per specs for the first top-dressing at
$ __________/Bale (April Application)
Installation of Pine Straw Mulch
$
/YR
(This is the total cost if both topdressings are performed - do not include in Grand Total)
The District reserves the right to subcontract any mulching event to an outside vendor
PART 6
Annual Installation (All labor and materials)
Contractor shall install 300 (4”) annuals four (4) times per year per specs at the direction of the
District at $______/annual.
$
$

/rotation
/YR (based on four (4) rotations) (Do not include in Grand Total)

The District reserves the right to subcontract any annual installation to an outside vendor.
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GRAND TOTAL (PARTS 1, 2, 3 & 4 - This is what contract will be written for)
$

/YR

FIRST ANNUAL RENEWAL
SECOND ANNUAL RENEWAL
THIRD ANNUAL RENEWAL
FOURTH ANNUAL RENEWAL

$
/YR*
$
/YR*
$
/YR*
$_______________________/YR*

*Unless prices are to remain the same throughout the initial contract term and each of the four possible annual
renewal periods, the Proposer must supply a complete pricing form for each of the four possible annual renewal
periods.
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LANDSCAPE AND IRRIGATION MAINTENANCE
RATES FOR ADDITIONAL SERVICES
Please provide rates for the following items (including overhead and profit) which will be used for any additional
work and/or services:
A.

Mowers w/operator

$

Hour

B.

Bush-Hog w/operator

$

Hour

C.

Tractor w/operator

$

Hour

D.

Supervisor with Transportation

$

Hour

E.

Laborer with hand equipment

$

Hour

F.

Truck w/driver

$

Hour

G.

Irrigation Tech

$

Hour

H.

Granular Pesticide Applicator
$

Hour

$

Hour

$

Hour

$

Hour

$

Hour

$

Hour

Person with Drop Spreader
I.

Liquid Pesticide Applicator
Person with Spray Truck

J.

Granular Fertilizer Applicator
Person with Drop Applicator

K.

Liquid Fertilizer Applicator
Person with Spray Truck

L.

Granular Weed Control Applicator
Person with Drop Applicator

M.

Liquid Weed Control Applicator
Person with Spray Truck

N.

Laborer for Additional Trash Pick-Up

$

Hour

O.

Lump Sum Mowing (1), entire community

$

Per Mow

1

Mowing shall include mowing, edging, weed eating, weeding of beds, weeding of lawns and blowing and/or
vacuuming.
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EMERGENCY CLEAN-UP SERVICES
In the event of a declared emergency or disaster, the following services shall be provided
on a time and materials basis, at the rates (which include all costs including but not limited to
overhead and profit) set forth below:
A.

B.

C.

Debris removal personnel unit costs:
$

per Hour

$

per Hour

$

per Hour

Debris removal equipment unit costs:
$

per Hour

$

per Hour

$

per Hour

Other emergency/disaster related unit costs:
$

per Hour

$

per Hour

$

per Hour

Costs for equipment and personnel are only payable for when the equipment and personnel
are operating. No stand-by time is eligible for payment. Disaster recovery assistance services
shall not exceed 70 hours for each declared emergency or disaster. Contractor shall maintain and
supply District all necessary and adequate documentation on all emergency/disaster-related
services to support reimbursement by other local, state, or federal agencies. The District reserves
the right to contract with an outside vendor for any or all emergency clean-up services.
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SCOPE OF SERVICES

PART 1
GENERAL LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE
1.)

MOWING – All grass areas will be mowed on the following schedule:
MARCH 1 – NOVEMBER 1 – Once a week
NOVEMBER 1 – MARCH 1 – Once every two weeks

This schedule estimates that there will be between 41 – 45 cuts annually based on standard growing periods
in Florida, however, requires a minimum of 52 visits (weekly) to perform those duties, other than mowing,
that cannot remain unattended for two weeks. (i.e., weed control, selective mowing, debris clearing, and
general detailing of property, etc.) Notwithstanding the above, at no time will the grass be allowed to grow
beyond a maximum height of five (5) inches. Each mowing should leave the St. Augustine & Bahia grass
at a height of three and one half (3 1/2) to four (4) inches, Zoysia grass at a height of one (1) to one and one
half (1 ½) inches & Bermuda at a height of one (1) to one and one half (1 ½) inches.. Do not remove more
than 1/3 of the height of the leaf blade at any one mowing. All blades shall be kept sharp at all times to
provide a high-quality cut and to minimize disease. The DISTRICT requires mowers to be equipped with
a mulching type deck. Rotary Mowers are preferred for heights above one (1) inch and Reel type mowers
for heights below one (1) inch. Clippings may be left on the lawn as long as no readily visible clumps
remain on the grass after mowing. Otherwise large clumps of clippings MUST either be collected and
removed by the CONTRACTOR OR be left to dry out on the lawn for no more than one day and then redistributed across the lawn. This is to re-introduce nutrients in the clippings back into the soil system. In
case of fungal disease outbreaks, the clippings will be collected until the disease is under control. The
CONTRACTOR shall restore any noticeable damage caused by the CONTRACTOR’S mowing equipment
within twenty-four hours from the time the damage is caused at his sole cost and expense. Contractor shall
be responsible for training all its personnel in the technical aspects of River Glen CDD’s Landscape
Maintenance Program and general horticultural practices. This training will also include wetland species
identification as it relates to lake banks & wetland areas. The Contractor shall be held responsible for all
damage to wetlands, littoral shelves, mitigation areas and uplands due to mowing/fertilizing/herbicide
applications, etc. Weekend work is permitted when necessary upon prior approval. Any lawn that dies or
becomes weak or unsightly (including heavy weed infestation, excessive insect or disease damage, etc.)
shall be replaced at the sole cost of the Contractor. This excludes damage from water restrictions (only if
automatic irrigation is completely and legally banned by the State and/or local authorities).
1A) POND MOWING - All ponds identified as such (blue) on the overall River Glen
Maintenance Exhibit shall be mowed incorporating the same mowing schedule as the common areas
stated above. Each mowing shall leave the grass at a height of four (4) to four and one half (4½)
inches. This is slightly higher than the mow height of flatter areas in common area Bahia plantings
to minimize bank erosion. Pond banks will be mowed and/or trimmed to water’s edge. Line
trimming at water’s edge and line trimming of drainage structures shall occur each time the pond is
mowed. Careful attention must be paid to mower height on pond banks so as not to scalp at the crest
of the lake bank and increase the chances for pond bank erosion. Also, when line trimming to water’s
edge, Contractor shall be extremely careful not to scalp at the water’s edge also increasing chances
of pond bank erosion. Line trimming height shall be the same as mowing height (if not slightly
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higher). Contractor shall be careful to keep trimmings from entering water. Excessive clippings shall
be hand removed. Mowers must blow all clippings away from pond banks. It is understood that trash
of any kind and other debris within arm’s reach of water’s edge shall be removed & disposed of by
Contractor during every normal service event.
2)
EDGING AND TRIMMING – All hard-edged areas (curbs, sidewalks, bike paths, trails,
etc.) shall be vertically edged at each and every mowing event and soft-edged areas (tree rings, shrub
and groundcover bed lines) shall be edged a minimum of every other week during the growing
period, but every maintenance event during the dormant months (which equates to every other
week). All edging shall be performed to the sole satisfaction of the DISTRICT. Chemical edging
shall not be permitted anywhere on property.
AT NO TIME SHALL LAWN BE ALLOWED TO GROW IN AN UNSIGHTLY MANNER.
SHOULD THIS OCCUR, CONTRACTOR AGREES TO CORRECT WITHIN TWENTY-FOUR
HOURS OF NOTICE BY DISTRICT. CONTRACTOR SHALL COMPLETE ALL LAWN
MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES (i.e., MOWING, EDGING, LINE TRIMMING, BLOWING OFF
SIDEWALKS, BOARDWALKS, DRIVEWAYS, CURB & GUTTERS, ETC.) IN RELATIVELY
SMALL, MANAGEABLE SECTIONS. UPON ENTERING INTO A CONTRACT, CONTRACTOR
SHALL PROVIDE THE DISTRICT REPRESENTATIVE(S) A MOWING EXHIBIT OF THE
ENTIRE PROPERTY DELINEATING WHAT AREAS ARE TO BE MOWED ON WHAT DAYS,
INCLUDING POND BANKS. CONTRACTOR IS NOT TO LEAVE GRASS CLIPPINGS,
TRIMMED WEEDS, TURF, DIRT OR DEBRIS ON ANY SURFACES FOR MORE THAN TWO
HOURS. IF A MOWING EVENT IS MISSED, EVERY EFFORT SHALL BE MADE TO
PERFORM THE MOWING SERVICE THE SAME WEEK (INCLUDING SATURDAYS WITH
PRIOR APPROVAL). IF THIS IS NOT POSSIBLE, THE CONTRACTOR SHALL PROVIDE THE
DISTRICT A CREDIT FOR FUTURE SERVICES OR ADD A MOWING EVENT TO BE
PROVIDED AT A LATER DATE. THE DISTRICT SHALL DETERMINE WHETHER THE
CREDIT OR EXTRA MOWING SHALL BE USED.
3)
TREE AND SHRUB CARE – All deciduous trees shall be pruned when dormant to ensure
proper uniform growth. All evergreen trees shall be pruned in the early summer and fall to ensure
proper growth and proper head shape. Sucker growth at the base of the trees shall be removed by
hand continuously throughout the year. Aesthetic pruning shall consist of the removal of dead
and/or broken branches as often as necessary to have trees appear neat at all times. Branches will
be pruned just outside the branch collar. Contractor is responsible for the removal of all branches
and limbs up to a 4” diameter and up to a 15’ height to keep them from encroaching onto buildings
(including roofs), signage structures, play structures, fences & walls, as well as pruned to prevent
street lights and traffic signage from being blocked. Additionally, trees shall be pruned over
sidewalks, nature trails, parking lots and roadways so as not to interfere with pedestrians or cars.
(This is to include maintaining at all times a minimum clearance of ten feet (10’) over sidewalks
and other pedestrian walkways to fifteen feet (15’) over roadways and ROW’s. All moss hanging
from trees (as well as all ball moss) shall be removed up to a height of 15’ from all trees on an asneeded basis. However, during the dormant season, ALL Crape Myrtles (and other small trees)
shall have ALL mosses removed from the entire tree regardless of height. Crape Myrtles are not to
be “hat racked” at any time. Pencil pruning and seed pod removal are the preferred methods of Crape
Myrtle pruning and should be performed after threat of frost has passed.
All shrubs will be pruned as necessary to retain an attractive shape and fullness, removing broken or dead
limbs as necessary to provide a neat and clean appearance. Shrubs shall not be clipped into balled or boxed
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forms unless such forms are required by design. Shrubs shall be pruned in accordance with the intended
function of the plant in its present location. Flowering shrubs shall be pruned immediately after the blossoms
have cured with top pruning restricted to shaping the terminal growth. All pruning shall be done with
horticultural skill and knowledge to maintain an overall acceptable appearance consistent with the current
aesthetics of River Glen. The Contractor agrees that pruning is an art that must be done under the
supervision of a highly trained foreman and shall make provisions for such supervision. Individual plants
pruned into rounded balls or unnatural shapes will not be allowed. Contractor shall sterilize all pruning
equipment prior to pruning the next shrub grouping; particularly when fungal diseases are known to be
present. All clippings and debris from pruning will be carted away at the time pruning takes place and
disposed of off-site. No on-site dumping is to take place unless it is pre-authorized by District
Representative(s) and then under careful supervision. It is of utmost importance that all plant material within
clear site lines and visibility triangles at roadway intersections and medians is maintained at or below the
required heights. It is the Contractor’s responsibility to bring to the attention of the District all areas that
are not in compliance. If pruning will bring the area into compliance, then the Contractor, after conferring
with District’s representative, will proceed with the pruning activity. However, if pruning will NOT bring
the area into compliance, perhaps due to permanent existing grades, another solution will need to be
proposed and executed.
Palms: All palms (regardless of height) shall receive pruning as often as necessary to appear neat and
clean at all times. This includes the removal of brown and/or broken fronds and inflorescence. Removal
of green or even yellowing fronds is unnecessary and pruning of palms shall never raise the canopy above
the three o’clock – nine o’clock horizontal. Fronds should be removed only once they turn brown or become
broken or are disrupting flow of pedestrian/vehicular traffic or are hanging on architectural structures. Old
seed pods, as well as old flower stalks and fruit pods shall be removed prior to development. Tarpaulins
shall be used in areas where date palms and other palm fruits may stain sidewalks & pavement including,
but not limited to, pool decks. Contractor shall be responsible for the removal of all palm fruit stains.
Contractor shall utilize sterilized pruning equipment (preferably having a minimum of two sets of pruning
tools to allow sterilization of previously used equipment between palms). This is especially important when
pruning Medjool, Sylvester, Reclinata, Canary & Washington Palms. Palms on pool decks (and all other
plant material, in general, on pool decks) as well as the Palmetto Club, Park Square and other highly visible
and used public spaces, shall be inspected during every maintenance visit and pruned as necessary in order
to keep these areas safe, neat and attractive at ALL times.
4)
WEEDS AND GRASSES – All shrub & groundcover beds as well as all turf areas shall be
kept reasonably free of weeds and grasses and be neatly cultivated and maintained in an orderly
fashion at all times. This may be accomplished by carefully applied applications of pre & post
emergent herbicides as part of fertilizer mixtures and post-emergent herbicide spot treatments on an
as-needed basis. Condition of turf is to be determined by the DISTRICT at its sole discretion. All
shrub and bed areas shall be maintained each mowing service by removing all weeds, trash and
other undesirable material and debris (leaf and other) to keep the area neat and tidy. All ornamental
beds, hedge areas and tree rings shall be kept weed (and sod) free throughout the year. This is to be
accomplished through hand pulling or the careful application of a post-emergent herbicide. AT NO
TIME SHALL POST-EMERGENT HERBICIDES BE PERMITTED WHEN WEEDS
HAVE ESTABLISHED THEMSELVES AS TO DOMINATE PLANTING BEDS. WEEDS
GREATER THAN TWO (2) INCHES IN HEIGHT OR WIDTH SHALL BE PULLED, NOT
SPRAYED. HAND PULLING MUST BE PERFORMED.
NON-SELECTIVE, POST-EMERGENT HERBICIDES SHALL NEVER BE USED TO
CONTROL WEED/SOD GROWTH AROUND STRUCTURES OF ANY TYPE (I.E.
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STREET SIGNS, UTILITY BOXES, STREET LIGHTS, PAVEMENT, TREE RINGS,
FENCES, WALLS, ETC.) THE FIRST OFFENSE WILL RESULT IN A VERBAL
WARNING; THE SECOND OFFENSE WILL RESULT IN A SECOND VERBAL
WARNING AND THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS FOR THE DISTRICT WILL BE
NOTIFIED; THE THIRD OFFENSE MAY TERMINATE THIS CONTRACT FOR CAUSE
AT THE DISTRICT’S DISCRETION.
The CONTRACTOR shall be responsible for the replacement of turf and ornamental plants killed or
damaged by herbicide application. All fence lines shall be kept clear of landscape shrubs growing through,
weeds, undesirable vines and overhanging limbs.
5)
MAINTENANCE OF PAVED AREAS – All paved areas shall be kept weed & debris free.
This may be accomplished by mechanical means (line trimmer) or by applications of post/preemergent herbicides. Weeds greater than two (2) inches in height or width shall be pulled from
paved areas, not sprayed. No sprays with dyes may be used on any paved areas. Contractor is not to
use non-selective herbicides to eradicate weeds in curbline or sidewalk expansion joints where the
chemical can travel back into the turf causing regularly spaced dead patches behind the curbs and
sidewalks.
6)
CLEAN UP – At no time will CONTRACTOR leave the premises after completion of any
work in any type of disarray. All clippings, trimmings, debris, dirt or any other unsightly material
shall be removed promptly upon completion of work. CONTRACTOR shall use his own waste
disposal methods, never the property dumpsters or natural areas (unless it has been approved by the
District Representative(s). Grass clippings shall be blown off sidewalks, streets and curbs within a
relatively short time frame and are not to be left for more than two hours. Also grass clippings shall
be blown into turf areas, never into mulched bed areas or tree rings as these are to be maintained
free of grass clippings. Grass clippings at highly trafficked areas (i.e., tennis courts, clubhouse
sidewalks, pool areas, walking trails, etc.) shall be blown off immediately after mowing and edging
have taken place. NO CLIPPINGS SHALL BE BLOWN DOWN CURB INLETS.
7)
REPLACEMENT OF PLANT MATERIAL – Trees and shrubs in a state of decline
should immediately be brought to the attention of the DISTRICT. Dead or unsightly plant material
shall be removed upon notification of the DISTRICT. CONTRACTOR shall be responsible for
replacement if due to his negligence. New plant material shall be guaranteed for a period of one (1)
year for trees and ninety (90) days for shrubs, ground cover and lawn after final acceptance or for
the duration of the Contractor’s contract, whichever is greater.

Reporting
Contractor shall provide to management a written report of work performed for each week with notification
of any problem areas and a schedule for the upcoming month. The Contractor shall also report on any
deficiencies or items needing attention relating to disease and insects or other afflictions. Contractor shall
prescribe the treatment plan he is to follow to remedy such afflictions.
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PART 2
FERTILIZATION
NO PERSON SHALL APPLY FERTILIZERS CONTAINING NITROGEN AND/OR PHOSPHORUS TO
TURF AND/OR LANDSCAPE PLANTS DURING ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING EVENTS:
i) IF IT IS RAINING AT THE APPLICATION SITE, OR ii) WITHIN THE TIME PERIOD DURING
WHICH A FLOOD WATCH OR WARNING, OR A TROPICAL STORM WATCH OR WARNING, OR
A HURRICANE WATCH OR WARNING IS IN EFFECT FOR ANY PORTION OF HILLSBOROUGH
COUNTY, ISSUED BY THE NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE, OR iii) WITHIN 36 HOURS PRIOR
TO A RAIN EVENT GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 2 INCHES IN A 24 HOUR PERIOD IS LIKELY.
For purposes of bidding and until a soil test is provided to indicate otherwise, all turf shall be fertilized
according to the following IFAS Guidelines for a high maintenance level for north Florida turf: (per GIBMP
guidelines and University of Florida IFAS Extension, north Florida is determined to be anything north of a
line running east-west through Ocala.)
All St. Augustine Sod:
April
June
July
September

A complete fertilizer based on soil tests + PreM
SRN (Slow Release Nitrogen applied at 1.0 lbs. N/1000 SF
Fe For foliar application, use ferrous sulfate (2 oz/3-5 gal. H2O/1,000 SF)
A complete fertilizer based on soil tests + PreM

All Bahia Sod:
April
June
July
September

A complete fertilizer based on soil tests + PreM
SRN (Slow Release Nitrogen applied at 1.0 lbs. N/1000 SF)
Fe For foliar application, use ferrous sulfate (2 oz/3-5 gal. H2O/1,000 SF)
A complete fertilizer based on soil tests + PreM

All Zoysia Sod:
April
June
September

A complete fertilizer based on soil tests + PreM
SRN (Slow Release Nitrogen applied at 1.0 lbs. N/1000 SF
A complete fertilizer based on soil tests + PreM

All Bermuda Sod:
April
June
July
September

A complete fertilizer based on soil tests + PreM
SRN (Slow Release Nitrogen applied at 1.0 lbs. N/1000 SF
Fe For foliar application, use ferrous sulfate (2 oz/3-5 gal. H2O/1,000 SF)
A complete fertilizer based on soil tests + PreM

Prior to final fertilization selection, a complete soil test should be performed to test for soil pH as well as
N, P & K levels. Should change be of merit, the Contractor shall notify the District in writing prior to
implementation of such change. At times environmental conditions may require additional applications of
nutrients, augmenting the above fertilization programs to ensure that turf areas are kept uniformly GREEN,
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healthy and in top condition. It shall be the responsibility of the contractor to determine specific needs and
requirements and notify the resident project representative when these additional applications are needed.
Fertilizers containing iron shall be immediately removed from all hard surfaces to avoid staining before the
sprinklers are activated after application of the fertilizer. Any stains caused by a failure to do so will be the
responsibility of the contractor to remove.
Fertilizer shall be applied in a uniform manner. If streaking of the turf occurs, correction will be required
immediately at no additional cost to owner. Fertilizer shall be swept/blown off of all hard surfaces onto
lawns or beds in order to avoid staining. IT SHALL BE THE CONTRACTOR’S RESPONSIBILITY
TO REMOVE ANY STAINS FROM ANY HARD SURFACES ON THE PROPERTY CAUSED BY
THEIR MISHANDLING OF FERTILIZER. Fertilizer shall not be applied within ten (10) feet of the
landward extent of any surface water. Spreader deflector shields are required when applying fertilizer by
use of any broadcast or rotary spreader. Deflector shields must be positioned such that fertilizer granules
are deflected away from all impervious surfaces and surface waters.
SHRUB, TREE & GROUNDCOVER FERTILIZATION:
For purposes of bidding, All SHRUBS, GROUNDCOVERS and TREES shall be fertilized according to the
following specifications:
3 Times a year – (March, June, October)
A complete fertilizer (formula will vary according to soil test results) at a rate of 4-6 lbs. N/1000 sq.
ft./year. (A minimum 50% Nitrogen shall be in a slow-release form)
Fertilizer shall be applied by hand in a uniform manner, broadcast around the plants, but never in direct
contact with stems or trunks. Fertilizer shall never be piled around plants. All fertilizer remaining on the
leaves of the plants is to be brushed or blown off. IT IS THE CONTRACTOR’S RESPONSIBILITY
TO REPLACE ANY PLANT MATERIAL DAMAGED BY FERTILIZATION BURN DUE TO HIS
MISHANDLING OF PRODUCT.
PALM FERTILIZATION:
All Palms shall receive 1 ½ pounds of 8N-2P2O5-12K2O+4Mg with micronutrients per 100 SF of palm
canopy four times per year (March, June, September & November). The “2P2O5” should be reduced to
“0P2O5” if a soil test indicates there is not a deficiency of Phosphorus in the soil. 100% of the N, K & Mg
MUST be in slow release form. All micronutrients must be in water soluble form. Fertilizer shall be
broadcast evenly under the dripline of the canopy but must be kept at least 6” from the palm trunk.
Fertilizer shall not be billed equally on a monthly basis, but invoiced the month after application.
CONTRACTOR shall provide the DISTRICT with PALM fertilizer analysis tags from the fertilizer
in order to verify correct formulation and quantity prior to purchase. This is to allow time to verify
nutrient sources for the macro and micro nutrients ensuring they are in slow-release or water soluble
forms. Payment will not be made until correct quantity and formulation has been verified and
applied. CONTRACTOR must notify the DISTRICT five (5) working days in advance of the day the
property is scheduled to be fertilized. Failure on the part of the CONTRACTOR to so notify the
DISTRICT may result in the CONTRACTOR forfeiting any and all rights to payment for the
applications made without notification.
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PART 3
PEST CONTROL
Insects and Disease in Turf Insect and disease control spraying in turf shall be provided by the
Contractor every month with additional spot treatment as needed. During the weekly inspections
the Contractor is responsible for the identification and eradication/control of disease and insect
damage including but not limited to: scale, mites, fungus, chinch bugs, grubs, nematodes, fire ants,
mole crickets, etc. Contractor shall pay for chemicals. Please list all chemicals that you will include
in your fertilizer applications in the space allocated for “formula” under the fertilization section in
the bid form. Also include the cost of these chemicals as part of the fertilizer application. Any
anticipated additional treatments shall be included in the Pest Control portion of the bid form.
Insects and Disease Control for Trees, Palms and Plants The Contractor is responsible for
treatment of insects and diseases for all plants. The appropriate insecticide or fungicide will be
applied in accordance with state and local regulations, and as weather and environmental
conditions permit. Contractor shall pay for chemicals. There are several afflictions that may be
detrimental to the health of many trees and palms. Contractor will be fully responsible in the
treatment of such afflictions. At the CDD’s discretion, this may include the quarterly inoculation
of all palms susceptible to Lethal Yellowing and/or Lethal Bronzing (fka TPPD-Texas Phoenix
Palm Decline). The cost of these inoculations should be included as a separate line item in your
Pest Control price. Contractor is to identify those species of palms susceptible and supply a list of
species and quantities with proposal. Each susceptible palm shall receive quarterly injections. Each
injection site/valve can be used only twice. The third quarterly injection requires a new valve and
injection site. Contractor is asked to provide cost per injection (material & labor) multiplied by
quantity of susceptible palms multiplied by four inoculations per year in bid form. The CDD
reserves the right to subcontract out any and all OTC Injection events. This will not be
included in the Contract Amount.
The Contractor is required to inspect all landscaped areas during each visit for indication of pest
problems. When control is necessary, it is the responsibility of the Contractor to properly apply
low toxicity and target-specific pesticide. If pesticides are necessary, they will be applied on a
spot treatment basis when wind drift is a threat.
Careful inspection of the property on each visit is crucial to maintaining a successful program. It
is the Contractor’s full responsibility to ensure that the person inspecting the property is properly
trained in recognizing the symptoms of both insect infestations and plant pathogen damage
(funguses, bacteria, etc.). It is also the Contractor’s responsibility to treat these conditions in an
expedient manner.
It shall also be the Contractor’s responsibility to furnish the resident project representative with a
copy of the Pest Management Report (a copy of which is included), which he is to complete at
every service as well as all certifications (including BMP Certifications) of all pesticide
applicators. Contractor shall familiarize himself with all current regulations regarding the
applications of pesticides and fertilizers.
If at any time the District should become aware of any pest problems, it will be the Contractor’s
responsibility to treat pest within five (5) working days of the date of notification.

Fire Ant Control
Contractor is required to inspect property each visit for evidence of fire ant
mounds and immediately treat upon evidence of active mounds. In small areas control can be
achieved by individual mound treatment. Active mounds in larger turf areas will require broadcast
application of bait. Contractor is also required to knock down fire ant mounds once they are dead
and rake out soil evenly over turf.
For informational purposes only, Contractor is asked to provide the cost for the annual application
of Top Choice in all parks and gathering spaces and other finished, irrigated landscape areas.
Where irrigation is not present, timing of the application around rainfall will need to be coordinated
should the BOS choose to move forward.
Pest Control will not be included as a standard line item in each monthly billing, but shall
be invoiced as a separate line item the month after service is rendered.
Pest Control shall be included in the Contract Amount.

PART 4
IRRIGATION SYSTEM MONITORING AND MAINTENANCE
Irrigation System. Contractor shall inspect and test the irrigation system components within
the limits of the District a minimum of one (1) time per month. Areas shall include all of the
existing irrigation systems to date.
These inspections shall include:
A. Irrigation Controllers
1. Semi-automatic start of the automatic irrigation controller
2. Check for proper operation
3. Program necessary timing changes based on site conditions & time DST
4. Lubricate and adjust mechanical components
5. Test back up programming support devices
6. Ensure the proper operation of each automatic rain shutoff device. If none, provide
proposal for the installation to be included in the 30-day irrigation audit.
B. Water Sources
1. Visual inspection of water source
2. Clean all ground strainers and filters
3. Test each pump at design capacities weekly; inform District Manager of any
problems immediately. This is to minimize the time a water source is down.
Contractor shall also confirm weekly that all backflow preventers are on and
operating properly, if applicable.
4. Test automatic protection devices
C. Irrigation Systems
1. Manual test and inspection of each irrigation zone in its entirety.
2. Clean and raise heads as necessary
3. Adjust arc pattern and distance for required coverage areas
4. Clean out irrigation valve boxes
D. Report
1.
2.
3.
4.

Irrigation operation time
Irrigation start time
Maintenance items performed
General comment and recommendations

The above list is for routine maintenance and adjustment of the existing irrigation system
components. Locating and repairing or replacing automatic valves or control wires and
irrigation controller or pump repairs as well as other larger scale repairs are to be considered
additional items. Contractor shall provide a list of additional charges and pricing for such items
other than routine maintenance as a separate price from this bid.

Routine irrigation maintenance is to be completed monthly. Each zone is to be turned on and
operated for as long as necessary to verify proper operation. Each head, seal, nozzle, and strainer
are to be inspected for adjustment and shall be aligned, packed, cleaned, and repaired, as
necessary. Shrubs, groundcovers, and turf around sprinkler heads shall be trimmed to maintain
maximum clearance at all times for the greatest coverage. It shall be the Contractor’s
responsibility to ensure all drip tubing is covered with mulch prior to Contractor leaving the
property. All below ground repairs including valves, pumps and wiring require an estimate for all
such repairs. Upon written approval from Management, Contractor shall proceed. In the event of
an emergency, Contractor shall make a diligent effort to contact, with the approximate price or
estimate of repairs, Management or their assign prior to making such repair.
Upon being awarded contract, Contractor shall have a period of thirty (30) days from date
of commencement to perform a thorough audit of the entire irrigation system listing items
that need repair/replacement in order for the system to operate properly. A separate audit
may be provided by the Contractor listing those items that would improve the irrigation
system. Any action taken regarding the Irrigation Audit will be at the Board of Supervisors’
discretion.
Assuming the Board of Supervisors approves the repairs listed in the 30-day audit and after
such repairs have been made, after the thirty (30) day period has expired and for the
duration of the contract, Contractor shall assume responsibility for any and all unreported
maintenance deficiencies, including parts and labor, associated with the irrigation system of
2 inches or less, to include sprinkler heads, nozzles, drip, main and delivery lines and any
associated fittings. Said repairs shall be performed immediately. The District Manager shall be
notified what day and time of the week the irrigation tech will be available servicing the
community. The Contractor will keep detailed irrigation reports consisting of run times and correct
operation of system. A copy of this report will be maintained by the Contractor and a copy
delivered to the District Manager or his designee, along with the weekly report. At no time shall
the Contractor leave the property knowing of the need for a repair and not reporting it.
Watering schedules shall meet all government regulations, and zone times will be adjusted
depending on job conditions, climactic conditions and all watering restrictions of Nassau County
or any other governmental agencies. It is the responsibility of the Contractor to ensure the turf and
plant material remains healthy. If the Contractor finds that the irrigation system cannot adequately
cover the District in the allotted time, it will be the Contractor’s responsibility to bring this to the
attention of the District representative and apply for a variance. Violations and/or fines imposed
by any local or state agency will be deducted from the Contractor’s monthly payment.
Emergency service shall be available after normal working hours and an emergency telephone
number will be provided to Management or their assign. Broken mainlines and irrigation valves
stuck in the “open” position are to be considered emergencies.
Freeze Protection. The Contractor shall describe ability and cost per application to provide freeze
protection for pumps/wells.

PART 5
INSTALLATION OF MULCH
After prior approval by the Board of Supervisors, Contractor shall top dress all currently
landscaped areas as shown on the maintenance map (landscaped beds, tree rings) with dyed gold,
hardwood mulch up to twice per year during the months of April and October. In doing so,
Contractor shall ensure that all mulched areas are brought to a minimum depth of three (3) inches
after compaction. Additionally, Contractor is to top dress all current bed areas mulched with
Pine Straw, (including, but not limited to Edward Roadway, Spartina beds and pond bank to the
right after entering) with Pine Straw Mulch. Bed depth shall be a minimum depth of 3” after
compaction.
Contractor is responsible for all necessary clean up related to this procedure.
Contractor agrees to provide reasonably neat and defined lines along edges of all mulched areas.
In addition to the aesthetics of this, it is also done to facilitate mechanical edging of these areas.
Additionally, Contractor shall properly trench all bed lines adjacent to concrete surfaces.
Trenches shall be 3” deep and beveled. Mulched beds on slopes adjacent to turf shall also be
trenched to a depth of 3” & beveled to reduce mulch washout. This procedure has not been
practiced in the past and Contractor is to include any additional labor in the cost of the mulch for
all trenching. Mulch shall not be piled around tree trunks or bases of plants. Any mulch
“volcanoes” around tree trunks shall be corrected immediately at no additional cost to Owner.
Contractor agrees to ensure that mulch caught in plant material will be shaken or blown from
plants, so that upon completion there is no plant material left covered with mulch.
If, after installation is complete and it is determined that additional mulch is required to attain the
required total depth of 3”, sufficient mulch shall be supplied by Contractor at no additional cost
to District.
This item will not be included in the contract amount and shall be invoiced separately the
month after service is rendered. Contractor shall provide a price per cubic yard and
estimated quantities to be installed per top dressing (based on his own field measurements)
and shall submit with bid.
The District reserves the right to subcontract out any and all mulching events.

PART 6
ANNUAL INSTALLATION
Planting of Annuals. After prior approval by the Board of Supervisors, Contractor shall replace
approximately 300 annuals in 4” pots up to four (4) times per year in designated areas and maintain
annuals to ensure a healthy appearance. The Contractor will have the type of annual to be installed
pre-approved by the District or its representative in writing. An Annual Options Presentation for
the entire year stipulating plant options and timing for each rotation shall be submitted to the
District shortly after execution of contract in order for the District or its representative to select
annual choice(s). Annuals shall be hand watered at the time of installation. The Contractor will
remove dead or dying annuals before the appearance of such annuals could be reasonably described
as an eyesore. If the beds are left bare prior to the next planting, the Contractor will keep such
beds free of weeds at all times until the next planting rotation occurs. Timing shall be centered on
a holiday rotation being planted no later than the end of the first week of December and rotate
accordingly every three months. (March, June, September, December)
Annual installation price shall include the removal of all dead annuals prior to placing new plants,
regular deadheading, necessary soil adjustments, soil additives, fungicides, and monthly slowrelease nutritional requirements at no additional cost to District. Contractor shall replace at his
expense any annual that dies, fails to thrive or is damaged by insects/disease. Contractor shall also
include in the spring rotation (March) at no additional cost to District, a major renovation of all
annual beds. A potting mix specifically blended for annuals shall be used at this time and shall be
replenished as necessary prior to each change out throughout the year. All annual beds shall be
raised at least eight inches and covered with a layer of Pine Fines 1” thick. All this shall be
provided at no additional cost to the District.
This item will not be included in the contract amount. Contractor shall provide a price per
4” plant as requested and shall submit with bid. This work shall be invoiced separately in
the month after service is rendered.
The District reserves the right to subcontract out any and all annual installation events.
[END OF SECTION]

EXHIBIT B
Landscape Maintenance Map

Tab 15

Com-Pac Filtration, Inc.

QUOTE

P.O. Box 40071
Jacksonville, FL 32203
(904) 356-4003 • FAX

Bill To
First Coast CMS, LLC
3821 Miruelo Cir N
Jacksonville, FL 32217

Date

Expiration Date

Quote No.

Quote Requested By

09-09-20

03-10-21

090920-7TA

Tony Shiver

Project Name

River Glen
Customer Terms

Net 10
Phone

Email

Lead Time

Quoted By

(904) 537-9034

tony@firstcoastcms.com

To Be Determined

Travis Atkinson

Item

Descripton

Qty

SERVICE CALL

Unit Price

Ext Price

1

494.05

494.05

MISC ITEM

Replacement Deck Grating For CF-146 Playground

1

1,930.69

1,930.69

LABOR

Complete labor to install quoted materials (includes mobilization and
lodging if required)

1

2,376.24

2,376.24

Sub-Total

$4,800.98

- Discount

$2,376.49

Sales Tax

$0.00

Freight

$0.00

Notes

Pictures show yellow grating but our standard grating is a light gray now. Colors
available for up-charge and longer lead times

Total

$2,424.49

Sales taxes and/or shipping cost are excluded from this quote unless otherwise specified within the body of this document.
Deposits are calculated from the subtotal only. Sales taxes and/or shipping charges will be added to the customer's Final Invoice. Deposits are due
prior to manufacturing.
Insufficient funds due to returned checks, wire transfers and/or credit cards will be subject to loss of customer discount and will incur a 1.5% finance
charge compounded monthly until paid in full. Purchaser agrees that any legal action shall be subject to the laws of the State of Florida with exclusive
venue being Jacksonville, Duval County, Florida. In the event of litigation for nonpayment of amounts owed, the prevailing party shall be entitled to
recover from the non-prevailing party reasonable costs and attorney fees, including those amounts incurred on appeal.
Customer discount will be revoked and charged back to the Final Invoice if not paid within the specified terms.
By signing below, the customer agrees to all terms specified within this quote.
Customer may use this quote to assign a purchase order number by completing the specified field below.
Print Name

Title

Signature

Date

P.O. Box 40071, Jacksonville, FL 32203 - Phone (904) 356-4003

Purchase Order Number
(optional)

SUPERVISOR REQUESTS

ADJOURNMENT

